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PREFACE 

This volume is intended as the proceedings of Sapporo Symposium on Partial 

Differential Equations, held on July 29 through July 31 in 1998 at Department of 

Mathematics, Hokkaido University. 

This is the 23rd time of the symposium on Partial Differential Equations. The 

symposium was founded by Professor Taira Shirota more than 20 years ago. It has 

one of longest history among symposiums on partial differential equations in Japan. 

We wish to dedicate this volume to Professors Rentaro Agemi and K6ji Kubota 

for their large contribution to the organization of the symposium for many years. 

Y. Giga 
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GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND WAVE BREAKING FOR A 

SHALLOW WATER EQUATION 

J. ESCHER, UNIVERSITY OF KASSEL 

L INTRODUCTION 

Recently, R. Camassa and D. Holm [lJ proposed a new model to describe 
unidirectional propagation of waves of the surface of a shallow layer of water: 

(1.1) 
{ 

Ut - '/1./,xx + 3uu", : 2u x uxx + UU xxx 

/1.(0,·) - uo. 

(t,;r) E (0,00) x ~ 

The variable u( t, x) above represents the fluid's velocity at time t in the x direc
tion in appropriate nondimensional units. Unlike the well-known Korteweg-de 
Vries equation (KdV), which is derived by an asymptotic expansion in the 
equation of motion, equation (1.1) is obtained in [lJ by using an asymptotic 
expansion directly in the Hamiltonian for Euler's equation in the shallow water 
regime. Equation (1.1) was already derived earlier as a bi-Hamiltonian gen
eralization of the KdV equation, d. [8J. The novelty of Camassa and Holm's 
work was the physical derivation of (1.1) and the discovery that equation has 
solitary waves that retain their shape under interaction and eventually emerge 
with their original shape and speed. As for the KdV equation there is a spatial 
periodic version of the Camassa-Holm equation which is also of interest: 

{ 

1LI, - Utxx + 3uux = 2u x U xx + 1LUxxx (t, x) E (0,00) x ~ 

(1.2) 7J,(t,;r+1)=u(x,t) (t,x)E(O,oo)X~ 

u(O,·) = 11,0. 

It is the aim of this note to present some recent results for both equations (1.1) 
and (1.2). 

2. WELL-POSEDNESS AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF STRONG SOLUTIONS 

It is convenient to reformulate equation (1.1) in terms of the new variable 
y := U - /1. X ';' Obviously, we have 

so that we obtain from (1.1): 

Yt + nyx + 27J, - :J.:y = 0, y(O) = Yo, 

-1-



2 J. ESCHER, UNIVERSITY OF KASSEL 

where Yo := Uo - (uo)xx. Writing Q := (1- un-1 and 

A(y)z:= (Qy)uxz + 2(Qy)z, 

with dom(A(y)) := {z E L2(~); (Qy)z E HI(~)}, equation (1.1) is equivalent 
to the quasilinear evolution equation 

d 
-y + A(y)y = 0, 
dt 

y(O) = Yo. 

Observe that A(y) represents a (possibly) degenerate first order operator, since 
Qy may vanish on an arbitrary closed subset of ~. Using some tools from 
harmonic analysis (in particular the so-called "T(l)" theorem), it is possible 
to verify the hypotheses of T. Kato's general theory for abstract quasilinear 
evolution equations of hyperbolic type (cf. [9]) to obtain the following result. 

Theorem 1. [2, 3] (a) Gi1Jen 1LO E H3(~), there exists a maximal T = T(uo) 
and a unique solution 

to problem (1.1). The solution u depends contimJ,Ously on the initial data uo. 

(b) Given Uo E H3(~), let Yo := 'Uo - (uo)xx and assume that Yo belongs to 
L J (~) and does not change sign. Then the corresponding solution u(., uo) ex
ists globally. 

It is not difficult to see that the HI (~)-norm of the solution is preserved dur
ing the evolution. However, in order to prove part (b) of Theorem 1, we need 
a priori bounds in H3(~) for the solution. These estimates are obtained by 
using the hypotheses on the sign of the potential Yo. We shall see in Section 
4 that the above result about global existence is close to optimal, i.e. we shall 
specify large classes of initial data for which Yo changes sign and for which the 
corresponding solution blows up in finite time. 

3. WEAK SOLUTIONS 

Observe that the class 

(3.1) 

is optimal to solve (1.1) in the space C([0,T),L2(~))' Solutions belonging to 
(3.1) are called strong solutions. 
A particular feature of the Camassa-Holm equation is the soliton interaction 
of solitary waves with corners at their crests, discovered numerically in [1]. 
Obviously, such solutions do not belong to the space (3.1). To provide the 
mathematical framework for the study of soliton interaction we shall introduce 
the notion of weak solutions to (1.1). To do this, let us first rewrite (1.1) as a 
conservation law. More precisely, let p(x):= (1/2)exp(-lxl) be the Fourier 

-2-



GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND WAVE BREAKING 3 

transform of the Poisson kernel on IR?. Then the resolvent (1 - 0;)-1 can be 
represented as the following convolution operator: 

(1-0;)-lf=p*f, fEL2(1R?). 

Assume now 11,0 E H 3 (1R?) and let 11 E C([O,T),H3(1R?)) n C 1 ([O,T),H2(1R?)) be 
the corresponding strong solution to (1.1). Then using (1.1) it is not difficult 
to verify that 

Hence 

1 ( (2 1 2) Ut + U11x = -20x p * 11 + 211,,, III C([O, T), HI (IR?)). 

Introducing the nonlinear operator 

1 2 2 1 2 
F(v) := -2(V + p * (v + 2vx )), 

equation (1.1) can be rewritten as the following nonlocal conservation law 

(3.2) 11t + F(11)x = 0, 11(0, .) = 110 

A functionu E Loa ( (0, 00 ), Hl (IR?)) is called a global weak solution to (1.1) 
if and only if it satisfies equation (3.2) in the sense of distributions. It is not 
very difficult to verify that every strong solution is a weak solution, and that 
every weak solution belonging to (3.1) is a strong solution. The following result 
is more interesting: 

Theorem 2. [4] Let 110 E HI (IR?) and aSS11me that Yo = 110 - 110,xx is a positive 
reg'ular Borel measure on IR? with bounded total variation. Then there exists a 
global weak sol11t'ion of the initial val11e problem (1.1). 

The proof of Theorem 2 is ba.sed on an approximation procedure. More pre
cisely, we first approximate appropriate initial data in Hl (IR?) by smooth func
tions producing a sequence of global strong solutions to (1.1). For this sequence 
we have uniform bounds in HI (IR?) and therefore it is possible to extract a sub
sequence Un converging weakly in HI (IR?) to some 11. The most delicate part of 
1 f . 2 • (lTll) 2 tIe proo IS to show that 11 n ", converges weakly III L2 m.. to 11x. To overcome 

this difficulty we use the method of compensated compactness, cf. [4]. 

4. WAVE BREAKING 

As mentioned in Section 2, blow-up phenomena occur for certain initial 
profiles. In fact, in the case of the equation (1.2) on the circle §, a quite detailed 
description of this phenomena is possible. Let us first state the following result: 

-3-



J. ESCHER., UNIVERSITY OF KASSEL 

TheoreIll 3. [2, 5] Assume that Uo E H 3 (§) satisfies one of the following 
conddions: 

(a) is '/1.0 d:r = 0, 

(b) Js(ug + uou6,x) dx = 0, 

(c) min§u~ +maxsu~::; -2v'3luoI1I1(§). 

Then the maximal existence time of the corresponding solution is finite. 

It is worth to note that neither the smoothness nor the si~e in H3 (§), nor the 
si~e of the support of the initial data influence the life-span, but the shape of the 
initial data. In addition, Theorem 3 implies that in general one can not expect 
to control by conservation laws the H 2 (lR)-norm of the solution 71, to (1.1). 
This is in striking contrast to the KdV-equation, for which the conservation 
laws immediately yield a priori estimates in any HT'(lR)-norm, T ~ 0. To further 
investigate the structure of this blow-up phenomena the following result is very 
useful: 

TheoreIll 4. [6] Let T > ° and v E C 1 ([0, T), H 2 (§)). Then for every t E [0, T) 
there exist.~ at least one point ~(t) E § with 

m(t) := min[vx(t, x)] = vx(t, ~(t)), 
xES 

and the function m is almost everywhere differentiable with 

d~:, (t) = Vt.x(t, ~(t)) a.e. on (0, T). 

It can show that the maximal existence time of a solution to (1.2) is finite if 
and only if its slope beCOTIleS uilboll11ded ill finite tinH~ (while the solution itself 
remains bounded). This is classically referred to as wave breaking. Based on 
Theorem 4, it is even possible to determine the exact blow-up rate of this wave 
breaking: 

TheoreIll 5. [7] The maximal existence time T is finite if and only if 

lim minux(t,x) = -00. 
t-+T xES 

In this case we have 

lim(T - t)minux(t,x) = -2. 
t-+T xES 

For a large class of odd initial data we can also describe the exact blow-up set, 
i.e. the points in § where the slope of the solution becomes unbounded: 

-4-



GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND WAVE BREAKING 5 

Theorem 6. [7] Let Uo E H:l(§) \ {O} be given and set Yo := Uo -uo,xx' Assume 
that Yo is odd with yo(x) 2: 0 on [0,1/2] and Yo(x) :s 0 on [1/2,1]. Then the 
corresponding sol'ution blows up in finite time T. We have that 

while 

and 

1L x(t,0) = ux(t, 1/2) = ux(t, 1) -t -00 as t -t T, 

sup lu(t, x)1 < 00 
(t,xlE[O,T) x§ 

sup lu,,(t,x)1 < 00, 
tE[O,T) 

x E (0,1/2) U (1/2,1). 
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WEAK SOLVABILITY AND WELL-POSEDNESS FOR NONLINEAR 
DISPERSIVE SYSTEMS 

TAKAYOSHI OGAWA 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

KYUSHU UNIVERSITY 
FUKUOKA 812-8581 JAPAN 

1. INTERACTION EQUATIONS 

This is a survey talk concerning the time local well-posedness of the system of dispersive 

equations which arose from the interaction phenomena appearing in the waver wave theory. 

Let ¢(t, x, y) be the fluid velocity potential and TJ(t, x) be the surface displacement. Then 

the motion of the fluid surface is described by the following system of equations. 

~¢ = 0, x E IR, -h < Y < TJ(:r) , 

OTJ _ o¢ + O¢OTJ =0 Y=TJ(x), 
ot oY ox ox ' 
o¢ 1 2 C 02TJ 
ot + "2 IV¢1 + TJ - (1 + (TJx)2)3/2 02X = 0 

where Y = TJ(x) and t 2: O. 

The solvability and well-posedness are studied by Yoshihara [39] and Iguchi [17]. In 

order to extract interaction phenomena, so called multiple-scaling expansion is employed: 

Introducing scaled variables (tk' Xb Yk), where tk = Ekt, Xk = Ekx (k = 1,2, ... ), unknown 

functions are expa,nded in the following forms: 

¢(t, :r, y) = L EJL(n)¢n (tl, t2, .. , Xl, X2, .. ) 
n 

n 

We then suppose that the first approximation of the surface displacement is given by 

TJl (tl' Xl) = S(tl' XI)ei(kx-wt) + S(tl' xde-i(kx-wt) + L(tl' Xl) 

where the first two term describes highly oscillating wave and L(t, x) denotes the slowly 

drifting long wave. Comparing to the same order terms of EJL(n) we obtain an interaction 

equation ( Kaupman [18], Grimshaw [15]): 

{ 
iBtS + o~S = aLS, 
otL + oxL = ,Box(ISI2), 

-6-



(special case is the modified Zakharov system (Yajima-Oikawa [38]). 

Slightly general form of the equation is obtained by Djordjevic-Redekopp [10] and Ben

ney [6] : 

{ 
i(8tS + cg8x S) + 8;S = aLS + ,ISI2S, 
8tL + cl8xL = ,B8x (ISI 2), 

Cg , Cl, a, ,B, , are real constants. When the long wave L is governed by a dispersive equa

tion, two kinds of models are suggested: Coupled Schrodinger-KdV equation (Kawahara
Sugimoto-Kakutani [20]): 

{ 
i(8tS + cg8x S) + 8;S = aLS, 
8tL + cl 8xL + 8~L + 8xL2 = ,B8x(ISI 2), 

and an interaction on surface between two phase flow (Funakoshi-Oikawa [11]): 

where 1/ > 0 and Dx = H8x with Hu = .1'-1(( -i)sgn(~)u) being the Hilbert transform. 

Common structures among those equations are summarized as follows: 

o Short wave envelope "S" is governed by the Schrodinger type equation 

• Long wave "L" is subject to the dispersive or wave equation with the drift effect. 

Q) Common coupling nonlinearities. 

We note that the Benney's equation is solvable by "inverse scattering method" (Yajima

Oikawa [38], Ma [28] ) 

2. WELL-POSEDNESS 

On a view of the theory of evolution equation, it is desirable to show the well-posedness 

of those systems. By using Galilei-Gauge transform 

{ 
u(t, x) = ~eit(C9-CI)/2-i(Cg-CI)x2/t1S(t, x + clt), 
v(t, :1;) = ,BL(t, x + Cit), 

Tsutsumi-Hatano [36] simplified the second system and consider the Cauchy problem in 

the following form: 

t, x E JR, 

-7-



They showed the time local well-posedness Benney's' equation in the Sobolev space H rn
-I-1/2 x 

Hrn where m = 0,1,2, .... Analogous observation was done for the coupled Schrodinger

KdV equation (M. Tsutsumi [34]): 

{ 

i8tu + 8;u = vu + rlul 2u, t, x E lR, 
8tv + 8~v + 8xv2 

= 8x(luI2) 
u(O, x) = uo(x), v(O, x) = vo(x). 

Here we precisely define the meaning of "well-posedness" in the Sobolev space in f-P. 

For s 2: ° we let 

where (-) = (1 + 1.12)1/2. 

To consider the weaker solution, we solve the corresponding integral equation to the 

Cauchy problem of interaction system. For example to Benney's equation, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

u(t) = U(t)uo - i it U(t - t'){ u(t')v(t') + rlu(s)12u(t') }dt', 

v(t) = Vo + it ,B8xlu(t')ldt', 

where U(t) = eita~ is the free Schrodinger evolution group. 

Definition. (Well posedness in HS) The equation (B) is (time locally) well-posed in HS if 

for any (uo, vo) E HS x Hs- 1
/
2, there exists a time interval T = T(11,o, vo) and unique pair 

of solutions (11" v) of the integral equations (2.1)-(2.2) such that 

@ (u,v) E C([0,T);lP)nXxC([0,T);Hs- 1
/

2 )nY, where X and Yareproperlychosen 

subspaces in C([O, T); J-P) and C([O, T); HS- 1/2) respectively. 

o (u, v) is unique in the above space, 

ra (u, v) is continuously depending on (uo, vo). 

Under this framework, Tsutsumi-Hatano established the local H rn-/-- 1
/

2 well-posedness in 

[35] and [36]. In fact by observing three conservation laws: 

where 

o Ilu(t) Ib = Iluol12' 
o P(u(t), v(t)) = P(uo, vo)(momentum), 
o E(u(t), v(t)) = E(11,o, vo)(energy), 

P(u, 'v) = Ilv(t)ll~ +2fmJ~u(t)8xii(t)dx, 
E(u, v) = 118xull~ + ~llul11 + J~vluI2dx, 

they also proved the time global well-posedness to the Benney system for H 3
/

2 initial 

data. Since the largest space where TSlltsumi-Hatano obtained the well-posedness was 

H 1/ 2 x L2, the following natural question arose: Can we obtain the well-posedness in 

larger space than H 1
/

2 ? 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 

To cover all non-negative exponent s ~ 0 and to treat the full system, we introduce the 

Fourier restriction norm used by Bourgain [7] as auxiliary function spaces X and Y. 

Ilull~b j~2 (T + cP(~))2b(~?slil(T,~)12d~dT = IIU(-t)f(t)ll~f(J~;HHlR:))' 

Ilvll~b k2 (T + 1jJ(~))2b(~)2Slv( T,~) 12d~dT = IIV( -t)h(t) II;If(lR;Hi(lR:)), 

where cP(~) and 1jJ(~) are real valued functions and U(t) = eit</J(3x
) , Vet) = eit1f;(3x

) are the 

unitary operators associated with the linear dispersive equations. 

The basic argument due to Bourgain [7], Kenig-Ponce-Vega [25] give the well-posedness 
result for the Cauchy problem: 

{ 
~tV + 8,~v + 8x (v 2

) = 0 
u (x, 0) - Vo ( x ) , 

t, x E JR, 
(KdV) 

We take cP(~) = 1~13, U(t) = e-ta~ and set <Db = Xg. 

Theorem 0 ([7],[25]). Let s > -3/4. For Vo E HS the KdV equation (KdV) is locally 

well-posed in J-£8 i.e., 3T = T(vo) > 0, bE (1/2,7/12) and 3v E C([O, T); HS) nXt: unique 

solution of (KdV) and the map from (uo, vo) to (u, v) is Lipschitz continuous from HS to 

C([O, T);I-fS) n Xt. 

o Remark 1: 

For the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

{ 
i8t'u, + 8;u = f(u) 
u (:r, 0) = Uo (x) , 

t, x E JR, 
(NLS) 

where f (u) is either u2
, u2

, u3 or u3
, analogous result is obtained ([25]). However the 

gauge invariant version of (NLS) (f(u) = luI 2 ,u) is not improved by this method. Hence 

the regularity for the initial data is now obtained only Uo E L2. 
Also the single Benjamin-Ono equation, the regularity for the initial data is not improved 

by this method. 

We now turn into the system equations: For the Benney's equation 

t, x E JR, 

(B) 
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Let cp(~) = 1~12, U(t) = e-ta3 '~)(~) = csgn(~)I~I, V(t) = e-cta and set Xt <Db and 
yt,s - \jib' We have: 
Theorem 1 ([3]). Let s 2': 0. For (uo, vo) E HS x Hs-1/2 Benney's equation (B) is 

locally well-posed i.e., 3T = T(uo, vo) > 0, b E (1/2,3/4) and 3('/1., v) E C([O, T); HS) x 

C([O, T); HS- 1
/

2
): unique solution of (B) with 

u E xg v E yt,S-1/2 

and the map from (uo, vo) to ('/1" v) is the Lipschitz continuous from HS x Hs- 1
/

2 to 

C([O, T); HS) x C([O, T); HS- 1
/

2
). 

For the two phase flow equations 

{ 

i8tU + 8;u = V '/1. , t, x E IR, 
8t v + v8x Dx v = 8x (l u I2 ), (FO) 
u(x,O) = uo(x), 
v (x, 0) = Vo ( x ) , 

we use 1jJ(~) = vsgn(~)1~12 and Ybs \jib' 

Theorem 2 ([3]). For s 2': ° and Ivl < 1, (FO) is locally well-posed with CUo, vo) E 

HS x Hs- 1
/

2
, i.e., 3T = T(uo,vo) > ° b E (1/2,3/4) and 3(u,'u) E C([O,T);HS) x 

C([O, T); HS- 1/ 2 ): unique solution of (FO) and 

X s ZS-1/2 
'uE b vE b . 

o Remark 2: 

Structure of the nonlinear terms requires the regularity difference ~. Let (u, v) be a solution 

pair of the Benney's equation. Then setting 

u>.(x, t) =\3/2U('\X, ,\2t) , 
v>.(x, i) = ,\2V('\:£, ,\2i) , 

(ignoring'l'I'/1.12u). (u>., v>.) solves Benney's equation with initial data 

u>.o = ,\3/2UO ('\X), 
v>.o = ,\2vo('\x). 

Now take the derivative of order s to u>. and s - 1/2 to v>. 

IID~'u>.ll~ = ,\2+2sIID~ull~ 
IID~-1/2V>.II~ = ,\2+2SIID~-1/2VII~ 

The difference of order 1/2 is required to keep them equivalent under the scaling. 

o Remark 3: 

A similar result for Schrodinger-KdV system is possible (Bekiranov-Ogawa-Ponce [2]): 

t, x E IR, 

(SK) 
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i.e.,HS x Hs- 1/ 2 local well-posedness (3 > 0). This improves the previous result by 

M. Tsutsumi [34]. 
a Remark 4: 

An analogous result for the Zakharov system: 

{ 

i3tu + 3;u = vu, t, x E IR, 
3;v - 3;v = 3;(luI2), 
u(x,O) = uo(x), 
v(x, 0) = vo(x), 3tv(x, 0) = Vl(X) 

(Z) 

is considered by Bourgain [8], Ginibre-Tsutsumi-Velo [13] and Takaoka [33]. 
a Remark 5: 

For (FO), if Ivl = 1, our method does not work well. A sort of cancellation prevents to 

establish the crucial estimate. We are expecting that if 3 > 0 then a similar result hold 

for (FO) with v = ±1. 
a Remark 6: 

In view of Theorem 1 and 2, whether the second equation (long wave) is dispersive type or 

wave equation, it does not concern on the well-posedness result. In the other words, any 
smoothing effect in the second equation does not give any effect to obtain up to L2 X H- 1

/
2 

solutions. 

We are expecting so far that the case 3 = 0 is optimal under the method present here. 

In fact, we can show that the crucial estimate in our method does not hold for 3 < O. 

Proposition 3. If 3 < 0 and v = ±1 then there is a counter example of the following 

estimate: 

Iluvllxt_l s: Cllullxb Ilvllz~-1/2. 

One application of the well-posedness for the equations is a limiting problem in the 

system (FO). 

{ 

'i3tU + 3;u = VU, t, x E IR, (FO) 
3tv + v3xDxv = 3x (luI2), 

Passing the parameter v ----+ 0, the solution strongly converges to the solution without the 

dispersive term 3xDxv. Namely: 

Theorem 4 ([3]). As v ----+ 0 in (FO) the L2 x H-1
/

2 solution converges to the solution of 

Benney's equation with c = O. i.e., Let (uv, vv) be L2 x H- 1/ 2 solution of (FO) and (u, v) 
be of (B) with c = 0 with the same initial data. Then 

as v ----+ O. 

Iluv - ullc(O,T;L2) ----+ 0, 
Ilvv - vll c (O,T;H-l/2) ----+ 0 
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The system (FO) describes the model under the deep water flow, and (B) with c = 0 is 

for the shallow flow, Theorem 4 states that the solution in the deep flow equation (FO), 

is approximately getting close to the shallow setting solution as parameter v ----+ O. 
In the regular case, the similar result is relatively easy to show. However our Theorem 4 

proves that the system is stable even in the weaker space L2 x H- 1
/

2
. This stability sterns 

from the smoothing properties not only by free Schri::idinger evolution operator but the 

nonlinear coupling term in the second equation. In fact, the nonlinear coupling ax lul 2 has 

a better smoothing property itself than other term. One can observe that if we multiply 

the solution u with the complex conjugate of u, a sort of cancellation happens and the 

singularity is disappear. Therefore to obtain the weaker solution for (FO) or (SK), we do 

not need the dispersive properties for the second equation but only need the Schri::idinger 

part and this special structure of nonlinearity. 
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On the asymptotic behavior of solutions for damped nonlinear 
wave equations of Kirchhoff type in u.nbounded domain 

Kosuke ONO 
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Sciences, The University of Tokushima, Tokushima 770-8502, JAPAN. 
E-mail: ono@ias.tokushima-u.ac.jp 

Abstract: We consider the global existence, asymptotic behavior, and global non
existence of solutions for the following damped nonlinear wave equations of Kirchhoff 
type in unbounded domain : 

(E) III ~N X ~+ 

with initial data 
u(x,O) = uo(x) and 

where A = -~ - 'Ef=I a;j is the usual Laplace operator, II . II is the norm of L2(~N), 
(j is a non-negative constant, M(·) is a nonlinear function satisfying 

with a, b ~ 0, a + b > 0, and I ~ 1, and f(u) is a CI-function satisfying 

with kI' k2 ~ 0 and a > O. For cypical example, we can cake f(u) = CluIO!'u. 
When N = 1, Eq.(E) describes nonlinear vibrations of an elastic string. Kirchhoff 

(1883) firstly studied such integra-differential equations. 
In the case of a > 0 and b > 0, (E) is called non-degenerate type, and in the case of 

a = 0 and b > 0, degenerate one. 
When (j = 0, the problem of the local well-posedness in suitable Sobolev spaces has 

been already studied by many authors. On the other hand, in such spaces there are no 
works related to the global-in-time solvability. For non-degenerate wave equations of 
Kirchhoff type with nonlinear perturbations 

however, D'Ancona and Spagnolo (CPAM, 1994) have shown the existence of a global 
C=-solution under small C8"-data. Their results cannot be applied to degenerate equa
tions, and under weaker initial data belonging to H2(~N) X HI(~N) also, we cannot 
obtain any information. 
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To state our results, we define the following : 

E(t) IIUt(t)112 + l(u(t)) , 

l(u) (a+b(1+r)-11IAI/2uI12r)IIAI/2UI12_ { F(u)dx 
Jffi.N 

wi th F ( u) = 2 foll f ( ry ) dry, 

EI(t) Ilut(t)112 + (a + bIIAI/2u(t)112r)IIAl/2u(t)112, 

E2(t) IIAI/2u(t)112 + (a + bIIAI/2u(t)112r)IIAu(t)112, 

W* {u E HI (JRN
) ; K(u) > O} U {O}, 

V* {u E HI(JRN); K(u) < O}, 

and 

where we take kl = 1 if f(u) = lulCYu. 

(0) Local Existence 

Theorem. Suppose that {UO,UI} E H2(JRN) X HI(JRN) and M(IIA1
/
2uoI1 2) > 0 (i.e. 

a > 0 or IIA1
/
2uo11 2 # 0 if a = 0) and 0' :s; 2/(N - 4)+. Then, the problem (E) 

admits a unique local solution u(t) in the class n~=o Cj([O, T); H2-j(JRN)) for some 

T = T(lluoIIH2, IlurllHl) > o. 

(I) Global Existence & Decay in Non-Degenerate Case (a = b = 0 = 1) 

(E1) 

Theorem. Let N :s; 3. Suppose that 0' ~ 4/N and Uo E W*. Then, there exists a 
certain open (unbounded) set S in H2(JRN) X HI(JRN) including {O,O} such that if 
{uo,ur} E S, the problem (E1) admits a unique global solution u(t) E W* in the class 
n~=o cj(JR+; H2-j(JRN)) satisfying 

for t> O. 

Moreover, if {uo, ur} E LI (JRN ) X LI (JRN ), then 

(1 + t)N/21I u(t) 112 + (1 + t)HN/2 EI (t) + (1 + t)2+N/2 E2(t) :s; C. 

(II) Global Existence & Decay in Degenerate Case (a = 0, b = is = 1) 

(E2) 
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Theorem. Let N < 3. Suppose that 

a 2': 4(J + 1) / N , 

and 
a > 2, and a + 4 > 4, if N = 3 , 

and Uo E W* with JJAI/2uoJJ2 #- o. Then, there exists a certain open (unbounded) set 
5' in H2(lRN) X HI (JRN ) including {O,O} such that if {uo,ud E 5', the problem (E2) 

admits a unique global solution u(t) E W* in the class n~=o(JR+; H2-j(JEtN )) satisfying 

(1 + t)E(t) + H(t) ::; C for t 2': 0, 

where we set 

Moreover, if, = 1, then we have 

(1 + t)H(t) ::; C for t > o. 

(III) Global Non-Existence in the case f(u) = JuJO'u 

(E3) 

'T'heorem. Suppose that 0' 2': 2, and either 

E(O) < 0 or E(O) = 0 and (UO,Ul) > o. 

Then, the local solution u of (E3) cannot be continued to some finite time T > o. 
Theorem. Let N 2': 3 and a = 4/(N - 2). Suppose that 

and E(O) < Da 

and either 
a 2': 2, if a > 0 or a> 2, if a = o. 

Then, the local solution u of (E3) cannot be continued to some finite time T > 0, where 
we set 

if a> 0 

if a = 0 

with 
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§1 INTRODUCTION 

We study a smoothing property of solutions to the Cauchy problem for the deriv
ative nonlinear Schrodinger equation of the following form 

{
iUt+uxx=N(u), xER, 

u(O, x) = uo(x), x E R, 

t E R, 
(1.1) 

where the nonlinearity N(u) = K1u + K2[U[2ux + K3uu;, contains the derivatives 
of the unknown and the functions K j = Kj([U[2), Kj(z) E C1+3([O,oo)). If K3(Z) = 
1~;J.Z and ).,3 = f.1 = I, Kl = K2 = 0 , then (1.1) appears in the classical pseudospin 
magnet model [16]. 

To state our main result we introduce some function spaces. The Lebesgue space 

is LP = {cp E S' : [[cp[[p < oo}, where [[cp[[p = (J [cp(x)[PdX)l/P if 1 :S p < 00 and 
[[cp[[oo = ess.sup{[cp(x)[;x E R} ifp = 00. For simplicity we let [[cp[[ = [[cp[[2. Weighted 

Sobolev space is H;'s = {cp E S' : [[CP[[rn,s,p = 11(1 + x2r/2 (1 - 0;) rn/2 cpllp < oo}, 

m, S E R, 1 :S p :S 00. For simplicity we write Hrn,s = H;n's. We denote also 
Hrn,oo = n~l HTn,s. We let C(I; B) be the space of continuous functions from a time 
interval I to a Banach space B. 

Our main results are the following. 

This is a joint work with N.Hayashi and P.I.Naumkin [22]. 
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2 P-N. PIPOLO 

Theorem 1.1. Let the initial data v'o E H 3,l, with an:1J lEN. Then faT some time 
T > 0 theTe exists a uniq'ue sol'ution 

v, E C ([-T, T]; H 2,0) n L oo (-T, T; H 3,0) n C ([-T, T]\{O}; Cl+2 (R)) 

of the Ca'uchy pTOblem, (1.1) such that 

sup Itl k II (1 + :r2
) -k/2 o~'u(t) II. < 00 faT 0::; k ::; l. 

tE[-T,T] 2,0 

By virtue of Theorern 1.1, (1.1) and the Sobolev's embedding inequality (see [6]) 
we get 

Corollary 1.1. Let the initial data V,o E H 3 ,oo. Then faT some time T > 0 theTe 
exists a 'unique soZ,ution v, E Coo ([-T, T]\{O}; COO(R)) of the Ca'uchy pToblem (1.1). 

Our method is applicable also to the case of the following general nonlinear term 
N(v,) = lC1v, + lC21v,12v,x + lC3uv,; + lC4 v,2ux + lC5v,3,u;, depending on 'ux ' Here the 
functions K j = Kj(Iv,12), Kj(z) E Cl+3([O, (0)). However in this case we have to 
assume the smallness of the initial data in the norm of the weighted Sobolev space 
fi3,l. Indeed we have the following result. 

Theorem 1.2. Let the initial data v,o E H 3
,l and the no'rrn IIv,o Ih,l be s'u..fficiently 

small, wheTe lEN. Then the same res'ult as in Theorem 1.1 holds. Moreover ~l the 
initial data 'uo E H 3,oo and the nOTrn 11v,0113,1 is sufficiently small fOT any lEN then 
the Tes'ult of COTOllaTY 1.1 is valid. 

Smoothing effects of solutions to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.1) with 
K2 = K3 0 was studied in [9] and the similar results to that of Theorem 1.1 
were obtained by using the operator :J = :r + 2itOx , which commutes with the linear 
Schrodinger operator L = iOt + 0;. However there are no similar results on nonlinear 
Schrodinger equations of derivative type except the derivative nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation 

{ 
iv,t + v'xx = i (Iv,1

2
,u)x' 

'u(O, x) = v'o (x), 

XER, 

XER. 

t E R, 
(1.2) 

The derivative nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.2) can be translated to a system of 
nonlinear Schrodinger equations without derivatives of unknown functions. So the 
same results as in Theorem 1.1 were shown for the Cauchy problem (1.2) in [10]. 
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SMOOTHING FOR DERIVATIVE NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATIONS 3 

The existence of solutions to the Cauchy problem (1.1) was established in [1] and 
[11] in the usual Sobolev space H 3 ,0 Taking the function space 

{¢ E C ([-T, T]; L2); sup (JJ¢II= 0+ IIJl¢11 ,0) < oo} 
tE[-T,T] , m, 

into consideration instead of the space C ([ - T, T]; H3,0) and using the method of [1], 
[11], [19] we can prove the following result. 

Proposition 1.1. Let the initial data Uo E H=,l, wheTe m ;:::: 3, l :s: m, m, lEN. 
Then faT some time T > 0 theTe exists a uniq'ue solution u of the Ca'uchy pTOblem 
(1, 1) such that 

'U, E C ([-T, TJ; H=-l,O) n Loo (-T, T; H='O) n C ([-T, T]\ {O}; C=+l-l(R)) . 

This result also describes a smoothing property of solutions to the Cauchy problem 
(l.I), which is weaker than that of Corollary l.1. In order to obtain the result we 
apply a smoothing effect of the linear Schrodinger equation. Smoothing properties 
of solutions to the linear Schrodinger equation were studied by many authors (see 
[2], [3], [5], [18], [21]) and later these results of [3],[18],[21] were improved in [14], 
[15]. However it seems that the method of the papers [14], [15] requires smallness 
and regularity assumptions on the initial data. To avoid these condition and to gain 
smoothing properties of solutions to the linear Schrodinger equation we use some 
pseudo-differential operator of order O. The history of such operators starts from 

Doi, who discovered in [5] the following operator exp (J~oo (1 + x'2) -1 dx' (g») , 
where D = -i8x and (D) = (1 - 8~) 1/2 which is useful to gain a smoothing property 
of solutions, Chihara [2] used the following modification of this pseudo-differential 

operator exp (J~oo Ju(t,x')J 2dx' (g,) , to prove the local existence of solutions u to 

the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schrodinger equations in higher order Sobolev 
space. He made use of some well known results concerning pseudo-differential op
erators, such as the L2 - boundedness theorem and the sharp Garding inequality, 
and that is why the higher order Sobolev space was needed. In this paper we apply 
a more simple operator S(cp) = cosh(cp) + isinh(cp)'H, where cp = J~oo Ju(t,x')J 2dx' 

and 'H¢ = ~ Pv JR ¢~r;'};~x' , which enables us to avoid the use of the technique of 
the pseudo-differential operators and so by virtue of simple explicit computations we 
can treat the problem in the natural order Sobolev space H 3 ,0. We note that by a 
different approach smoothing effects for the generalized KdV equation were studied 
in [4], [13]. 

In this note we use 
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Notations. We denote ax = !/x' a;;l = J~oo dx' and let F¢ or ¢ be the Fourier 

transform of ¢(x), namely ¢(e) = vk JR e-if;x¢(x)dx. We denote by F-1¢ or ¢ the 

inverse Fourier transform of the function ¢(O, indeed ¢(x) = vk JR eif;x¢(e) de. In 

what follows we also use the following relation laxl = F- 1 IeIF = -1iax. The Hilbert 
transformation 1i with respect to the variable x is defined as follows 

1 1 ¢(z) . -1 e 1i¢(x) = -Pv --dz = -1,F -F¢, 
7r R x - z lei 

where Pv means the principal value of the singular integral. We widely use the 
fact that the Hilbert transformation 1i is a bounded operator from L2 to L2. The 
fractional derivative laxl Ct

, a E (0,1) is equal to 

and similarly we have 

with some constant C ( see [20] for constants C). Let J = J(t) = x + 2itax 
M(t) (2itax)M( -t), where M = M(t) = exp(ix2 /4t). We also freely use the following 
identities [J, ax] = -1, [1:, J] = 0, where 1: = iat + a;. Different positive constants 
might be denoted by the same letter C when they do not cause any confusion. 

§2 PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 

The main result is obtained by making use of the following three lemmas and the 
contraction mapping principle (for details ofthe proofs of Lemma 2. I-Lemma 2.3 and 
Theorem 1.1, see [22]). 

The next lemma shows that the commutators [laxl Ct
, ¢], and [lax ICt 1i, ¢], are con

tinuous operators from L2 to L2. 

Lemma 2.1. The following inequalities 

are valid, provided that the right hand sides are bounded. 

We define a smoothing operator S(cp) = cosh(cp) + isinh(cp)1i, where the real
valued function cp(t, x) E LOO (O,T;H~O) n C 1 ([O,T];LOO) and is positive. From its 
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SMOOTHING FOR DERIVATIVE NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATIONS 5 

definition we easily see that the operator S acts continuously from L2 toL2 with 
the following estimate IIS(<p)'lj;11 :::; 2 exp (11<pIICXl) 11'lj;11. The inverse operator S-l(<p) = 

(1 + itanh(<p)1-l)-l cosl~('P) also exists and is continuous 

The operator S helps us to obtain a smoothing property of the linear Schrodinger 
equation by virtue of the usual energy estimates. In the next lemma we prepare an 
energy estimate, involving the operator S, in which we have an additional positive 
term giving us the norm of the half derivative of the unknown function u. We also 
assume that <p(x) is written as <p(x) = 8;1(w2

), so that w(x) = V(8x <p). We consider 
the linear Schrodinger equation 

{ 

iUt + 'Uxx = f, 

u(O, x) = uo(x), 

xER, 

xER, 

t E R, 
(2.1) 

where the function f(t, x) is a given function. We have the following lemma for the 
solutions to (2.1). 

Lemma 2.2. The following inequality 

! IISul1
2 + IIwSvraJul12 :::; 21Im(Su, S.f)1 

+ CII'uI1
2
e211 'Plloo (1IwllZx, + Ilwll~ + Ilwlko,CXlllwllCXl + II<pt!lCXl) 

is valid fOT the solv,tion 'U of the Cauchy pToblem (2.1). 

Lemma 2.2 is considered as a simple and explicit modification of smoothing effects 
of Doi [5]. 

Lemma 2.3. We have the following estimates 

I(Su, S¢'lj;8x v) 1 :::; Illrpls vraJ'ul1
2 

+ 111'lj;I S vraJv 11
2 

+ C(llul1
2 + IlvI1 2)e611 'Plloo (11¢IIi,o,CXl + 1I,t/JIIi,o,CXl) (1 + 11<pIIi,o,CXl) , 

and 

I(Su, S¢?jJ8:I;v) 1 :::; 111¢ISvraJu112 + e411 'Plloo 111'lj;IS vraJv 11
2 

+ C(llul1
2 + IlvI1

2
)e611 'Plloo (11¢IIi,o,CXl + 11'lj;IIi,o,CXl) (1 + 11<pIIi,o,CXl) , 

pTovided that the Tight hand sides aTe bounded. 

Lemma 2.3 is needed to obtain some estimates for nonlinearities. 
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Small data scattering for wave equations 
with supercriticai nonlinearity 

K unio Hidano 
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Metropolitan University 

Minami-Ohsawa 1-1, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo 192-0397, Japan 

1 Introduction 

Nonlinear small data scattering for the wave equation 

(1.1) 

is considered. In this talk I would like to show that, in space dimension n = 2,3,4, 

the wave operators are defined for small data in a weighted Sobolev space under the 

condition P > po(n), where po(n) is a positive root of (n - l)p2 - (n + l)p - 2 = 0 

(i.e., Po(2) = (3 + vT7)/2, Po(3) = 1 + V2, Po(4) = 2). Moreover, the asymptotic 

completeness of the wave operators is proved on a neighborhood of zero in the 

weighted Sobolev space, which settles the problem left open in the papers due to 

Kubota-Mochizuki [8], Tsutaya [18] and Pecher [15]. The modified energy method 

by Li-Zhou, together with the infinitesimal generators of the Lorentz group and the 

scaling operator, is employed to solve the associated integral equations. 

2 Known results 

In the nonlinear scattering theory we have two basic problems : existence of the 

wave operators and their asymptotic completeness. To prove the existence of the 

wave operator for negative time we usually try to solve the integral equation 

(2.1) j t sinw(t - r) 
u(t) = u_(t) + A -00 w lu(r)IP-1u(r)dr, 

where w = ...)-.6. and u_(t) = (coswt)f_ + (w-1 sinwt)g_ for given data U-, g_). 

Put Pconf(n) := 1 + 4/(n -1). Note that po(n) < Pconf(n) for all n 2: 2. Concerning 

the solvability of (2.1) in the case of P > Pconf(n), we have the following result of 

Lindblad-Sogge which is an extention of the earlier ones due to Pecher [14], Ginibre--

Velo [2]. 
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Theorem 2.1 ([10]) Let n 2: 2 and suppose that P 2: pconf(n) for n = 2,3, 

pconf(n) :::; P :::; (n + l)/(n - 3) for n 2: 4. Put fL = n/2 - 2/(P - 1). There 

exists a positive number 8 = 8(n,p,).) such that for any (f-,g-) E HIL x HIL-I 

with 11(f-,g_);HIL x HIL-III < 8 the integral equation (2.1) has a unique solution 

satisfying 

(2.2) (u,8t u) E Cb((-oo, 0]; HIL x HIL-I) and u E L(P-I)(n+l)/2(Rn+l), 

(2.3) lI(u(t) - u_(t), 8t u(t) - 8tu_(t)); HIL x HIL-Ill-t ° (t -t -00). 

Here and below HS means the homogeneous Sobolev space HS = (_8.)-s/2 L2. A 

similar result for positive time also holds. As a consequence, the wave operators 

W± : (f±, g±) 1------+ (u(0),8tu(0)) can be defined as mappings from a neighborhood 

of zero in HIL x HIL-I into HIL x HIL-I. In thier proof a particular form l of the 

Strichartz-type inequalities and a kind of principle2 play major roles. I also mention 

here that unnatural assumption P :::; (n + l)/(n - 3) appearing in Theorem 2.1 has 

been recently relaxed by Nakamura-Ozawa [12]. 

Let us turn our attention to the case P < pconf(n). Though we have a more 

general form3 of the Strichartz-type inequalities, such a generalized version does 

not seem to provide us with any result concerning the global solvability of (2.1) 

in the case of P < pconf(n). Nevertheless, the Lq - Lq'-estimate for the fixed 

time due to Pecher [13], which is a starting point of the proof of mixed space

time estimates, turns out useful to cover the case P < Peonf (n) at the expense 

of assuming more regularity and decay on data. Set PI (n) := (n2 + 3n - 2 + 
v(n2 + 3n - 2)2 - 8n(n - 1))/2n(n - 1). 

Theorem 2.2 (Mochizuki-Motai [11]) Let n 2: 2 and suppose that PI (n) < P :::; 

pconf(n). The wave operators W± can be defined as mappings from a neighborhood 

of zero in (H1+s,q x Hs,q) n (HI,q/p x Lq/P) into HI x L2. Here q = 2(np-1)/(n+ 1), 

s = (n + l)/q - (n - 1)/2. 

In view of the result of Sideris concerning the blow-up theorem for small data 

[16], we expect that the theory holds even for po(n) < P:::; PI(n). In fact, this is the 

IThis means a LqLq-estimate with the same exponents for the space and time variables. 
2See, e.g., [1] on page 83-84 
3This means a Lq L r -estimate with different exponents for the space and time variables. Such 

an estimte is often referred to as "mixed space-time estimate" . 
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case and we have the following. 

Theorem 2.3 (Kubota-Mochizuki [8], Tsutaya [18], Pecher [15]) Let n = 2,3 and 

assume that p > po(n). Then the wave operators W± can be defined as mappings 

from a neighborhood of zero in a weighted C3 x C2 into (C2 XCI) n (i£1 x L2). 

In [6],[7] Kubo-Kubota have proved a similar result in higher dimension (n 2 5) 

at the expense of assuming spherical symmetry on data. While the strategies in the 

preceeding papers [10], [11] and [12] are fairly general and in fact they have been 

employed to show similar results for other equations such as nonlinear Schrodinger 

equations and Klein-Gordon equations (see, e.g., [17]), the method employed in [8], 

[18], [15] and [6] -[7] is quite different and seems specific to the analysis of nonlinear 

wave equations. So let us review briefly the paper of Pecher [15] where three space 

dimensional case is studied. Writing the integral equation in the classical form 

(2.4) u(t, x) = ~ (~r f-(x + t~)dS) + ~ r g_(x + t~)dS 
ut 41f J[~[=1 41f J[€[=1 

+~ jt _1_ ( r /U(T, y)/p-lU(T, Y)dSy ) dT 
41f -(X) t - T J[y-X[=t-T 

and assuming a suitable decay condition on the data (f-,g-), Pecher solved (2.4) 

by a variant of iteration in the space with the norm 

(2.5) /lu/I = 2::: sup(l + /t/ + /x/)(l + /It/-/x/l)P-2/a~u(t,x)/. 
[a[:;2 t,x 

This procedure reminds us of the idea of John [3], who strikingly proved that, in the 

case of n = 3, the Cauchy problem (1.1) with p > Po(3) has a global C2-solution for 

small smooth data of compact support. 

Summing up, to solve the integral equation (2.1) or (2.4) and thus to define the 

wave operators, we have reviewed three available methods based on: (i) Strichartz

type estimates [10], [12] (ii) Lq - Lq'-estimate for the fixed time [11] (iii) John's idea 

[8], [18], [15], [6], [7]. Each method of course has advantages and drawbacks of its 

own. While the case po(n) < p < Pconf(n) can not be treated by (i), this method 

has two big .advantages. Theorem 2.1 is in fact proved under the assumption of 

minimal regularity on data. Another advantage lies in the fact that the asymptotic 

completeness of the wave operators can be shown on a neighborhood of zero in 

HIL x HIL-l. Actually we have 
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Theorem 2.4 ([10]. See also [12]) Assume the same as in Theorem 2.1. Then there 

exists b = b(n,p,A) > a such that for any (f,g) E HIL x HIL-l with 1I(f,g);HIL x 

HIL-1 11 < b the integral equation 

(2.6) i t sinw(t - T) 
u(t) = uo(t) + A IU(T)IP- 1U(T)dT 

° W 

has a unique solution satisfying 

Here uo(t) = (coswt)f + (w- 1 sinwt)g. Moreover, there exists a unique (f±, g±) E 

HIL x HIL-l such that the solution satisfies 

where u±(t) = (coswt)f± + (w- 1 sinwt)g±. 

Next let us turn our attention to the methods (ii), (iii). As I explained before, 

the method (ii) enables us to treat in part the case p < Pconj(n) and John's method 

(iii) reduces the lower bound on P to the optimal value po(n) (limit excluded). 

Compared with (i), the methods (ii) and (iii) however have a common drawback: 

the asymptotic completeness never follows from (ii), (iii). 

Hence my purpose is to show the asymptotic completeness of the wave operators 

on a neighborhood ofzero in a weighted Sobolev space under the conditionp > po(n). 

I have succeeded in proving it in the case of n = 2,3,4 by making use of the 

modified energy method by Li-Zhou [9] together with the infinitesimal generators 

of the Lorentz group and the scaling operator. 

3 Main Results 

Following Klainerman [4], [5], we introduce several partial differential operators as 

follows: ao = a/at, aj = a/aXj, L j = Wj + xjat (j = 1,···, n), nk£ = Xkar. - Xr.ak 
(1 :::; k < .e :::; n), Lo = tat + Xlal + ... + xnan. These operators ao,···, an, 
L1, ... ,Ln, 0,12,···, nn-ln and Lo are denoted by r o, ... ,r v in this order, where 

v = (n2 + 3n + 2)/2. For a multi-index a = (ao,···, a v ) we denote r~o ... r~v by 

ra. As I referred to before, my proof is based on the modified energy method by 
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Li-Zhou. While the classical energy method consists of the usual energy inequality 

and the standard Sobolev estimates, the Sobolev-type estimate we instead use is 

(3.1) Ilu(t, ·)IILq(lxl:S¥) ::; C(l + Itl)-n(l/p-l/q
) L Ilrau(t, ·)IILP, 

lal:Ss 
o < s ::; nip, 1::; p ::; q < 00, 11q 2: lip - sin. 

This inequality (3.1) tells us one of the advantages of the usage of the operators L j , 

Ok!! and Lo· 

We next define the spaces of functions from which we take intial data. Let 

n = 2,3,4 and set e = 1/2 - lip for p > po(n). For integers N 2: 1 and p > po(n) 

we define the Hilbert spaces XN,p and YN,p as 

N 

XN,p := { f E iIo n iIN+B I Ilfll~N,p := L II < x >j wHO flli2 < 00 }, 

j=o 

N 

YN,p := { 9 E iI-HO n iIN- 1+B I IlgllL,p := L II < x >j wj
-

HO glli2 < 00 }. 

j=o 

Here < x >:= V1 + Ix1 2 . Note that e > 0 because po(n) 2: 2 for n = 2,3 and 4. 

Hereafter we simply denote XN,p, YN,p by X N, YN respectively. Now we are in a 

position to state our results. 

Theorem 3.1 Let n = 2, 3, 4 and assume p > po(n). Put m = 1 for n = 2 

and m = 2 for n = 3, 4. There exists a constant 8 = 8(n,p, A) > 0 with the 

following property : for any (J -, g-) E Xm x Ym with II (J -, g-) Ilxm xYm < 8 the 

integral equation (2.1) has a unique solution u(t, x) satisfying 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(rau, r a8tu) E Cb(( -00,0]; iIo x iI-HO ), 

II (rau(t) - rau_(t), r a8tu(t) - r a8t u_(t))lllioxli-1H 

( n-1 n-1 1)+1 
= O(ltl- -2-P--2--p ) as t --+ -00 

for any a with lal ::; m, where u_(t) = (coswt)f- + (w- 1 sinwt)g_. Moreover, this 

solution u satisfies 

(3.4) (u,8tu) E C(( -00,0]; Xm x Ym), 

(3.5) II(u(0),8tu(0))IIX mXYm < CII(J-,g-)IIXmXYm for some constant C > o. 
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Remark. The corresponding result for positive time also holds. 

Theorem 3.2 Let n = 2, 3, 4 and assume p > po(n). Let m be the same as in 

Theorem 3.1. There exists a constant {) = {)(n,p, >.) > 0 with the following property 

: for any (1,g) E Xm x Ym with 11(1,g)llxm XYm < {) the integral equation (2.6) has a 

unique solution u(t, x) satisfying 

(3.6) (r"'u, r"'8t u) E Cb(R; iIe x iI-1H) for any a with lal :s; m, 

(3.7) (u,8tu) E C(R;Xm x Ym). 

Moreover, there exists a unique pair of functions (1+,g+), (1-,g-) E Xm x Ym 

satisfying 

(3.8) 11(1±,g±)IIXm XYm :s; ClI(1,g)IIXm XYm for some constant C > 0, 

(3.9) 11(r"'u(t) - r"'u±(t) , r"'8tu(t) - r"'8tu+(t))lliIOxir-1+0 
C

n - 1 n-1 1) 1 = O(ltl- -2-P-----;;l-p + ) as t -)- ±oo 

for any a with lal :s; m, where u±(t) = (coswt)f± + (w-1 sinwt)g±. 

The outline of the proof of the above theorems will be given in my talk. 
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1 Introduction and the Cauchy Problem 

In this talk we consider the Cauchy problem on the whole line R = (-00,00) and the initial
boundary value problem on the half line R+ = (0,00) for a system of hyperbolic conservation 
laws with linear damping 

{ 

Vt - U x = ° 
Ut + p(v)x = -Cl':U, x E R = (-00,00), t> 0, 

(1.1) 

which is often called the p-system with damping. This system models a one-dimensional 
compressible flow through porous media. Here, v > ° is the specific volume, U is the velocity, 
the pressure p is a smooth function of v with p > O,p' < 0, and a is a positive constant. 

Our concern is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions to (1.1). In this section 
we consider the Cauchy problem, and the initial-boundary value problem will be treated in 
the next section. 

Darcy's law p(v)x = -au in fluid dynamics suggests that the solution (v,u) to (1.1) 
time-asymptotically behave as (ii, 'll), called the diffusion wave, satisfying 

° (1.2) 
-a'll 

or 

(1.2)' 

In fact, this was shown by Hsiao and Liu [4, 5] in the case of the Cauchy problem with small 
data. Following them we remind the approach to the problem. Our interst is in the solutions 
of(1.1) whose Cauchy data have the limits at x = ±oo: 

(1.3) 
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In the case of v+ =I v_, by v(x + xo, t) = T(~) denote the similarity solution of 
(1.2)~ (first equation of (1.2)') with the same end state v± at x = ±oo, and set il by (1.2);. We 
now determine the shift Xo and introduce the auxiliary function (v, u) because of il(±oo, 0) = 
0=1 u±. Hinted by (1.1)2 we suppose that 

(1.4) 

The integration of (v - v)t - (u - il)x = 0 over R yields 

d ]00 ( _) d -cd ( ) d (u+ - u_ -Olt .) - v - v x = e u+ - u_ = - e· 1 
dt -00 dt -a 

and hence 
d ]00 [ _ ( u+ - u_ -ot ] 
dt -00 v(x, t) - v x + xo, t) - -a e mo(x) dx = 0, (1.5) 

where mo is a smooth function with compact support satisfying J':.:, mo (x) dx = 1 and Xo is 
a constant uniquely determined by 

]

00 u+ - u_ 
-00 [vo(x) - v(x + Xo, O)]dx = -a 

(Without loss of generality suppose that Xo = 0). Hence (v,u) is defined by 

or 
= -au, 

Note that (v, u) decays exponentially. Combination of (1.1), (1.2) and (1.8) gives 

r (v - v - v)t - (u - il- u)x = 0 

1 (u - 'it - 'it)t + (p(v) - p(V))x + ilt + a(u - il- u) = 0, 

so that setting of the perturbation 

(V, z)(x, t) = ([Xoo (v - V - v)(y, t)dy, (u - il- u)(x, t)) 

yields, after integration of (1.9h in x due to (1.5)-(1.7), the reformulated problem 

1!t-z=O 

Zt + (P(Vx + v + v) - p(v))x + az = -ill 

(V,z)lt=o:= (Vo,zo)(x) 

= ([: (vo(y) - v(y, 0) - v(y, O))dy, uo(x) - u(x, t) - u(x, t)) --+ 0 (x --+ ±oo) 
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and the linearized problem around fJ 

Vt-Z=o 

(V,z)lt=o = (Va,zo)(x) ----t 0 as x ----t ±oo, 

or the second order wave equation of V with damping 

(1.11) 

where 
F = ilt + (p(Vx + v + iJ) - p(v) - p'(fJ)Vx)x. (1.12) 

In the special case v+ = v_, fJ(x, t) is defined by 

(1.13) 

and il, iJ and it are defined as above. 
Denote the Hk-norm and L 2-norm by II . Ilk and II . II = II . 110, respectively, and set 

80 = Iv+ - v_I + lu+ - u_l· Then the following theorem was shown by Hsiao and Liu [4]. 

Theorem 1. 1 (Hsiao-Liu) Suppose that (Va, zo) E H3 x H2 and IiVal13 + IIzol12 + 80 is 
suitably small. Then there exists a unique solution (V, z) of (RP) in CO([O, (0); H3 x IP), 
which satisfies 

(1.14) 

Hinted by this theorem which implies that the system (1.1) essentially has a parabolic 
structure, the author in [11, 12] improved the decay rate (1.14). 

Theorem 1. 2 (Nishihara) The solution (V,z) obtained in Theorem 1.1 satisfies 

and 

3 2 

2:)1 -/- t)kI18~V(-, t) W + 2:)1 + t)k+2118~z(., t) 112+ 
k=O k=O 

< C(IIVoII§ + Ilzoll~ + 1801), 

(1 +t)41IZt(·, t) 112 + (1 + t)5(llzxt(-, t)2 + IIZtt(·, t) 112)+ 

+foL [(1 + T)41Izxt(·, T) 112 + (1 -/- T)51Iztt(·, T) 112]dT 

::; C(II Va II§ + II Zo II~ + 1801). 
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From (1.15) and the Sobolev inequality 

and 
II (Vx, z)(t) IIL<XJ(R) = O(r3

/\ r 5
/

4
), 

latter of which is the same decay order as the L(Xl-norm of (f x, f t ) 

where f is a solution of the parabolic equation f t - n;f xx = 0 with the initial data f o(x) E L2 
and E(x, t) = f41-e-x2 /4rd is the Green function. In other words, we may say that the 

v' K:rrt 

solution V(x, t) of the second order wave equation with damping time-asymptotically behaves 
as that of the corresponding parabolic equation 

1 
Vt + -(P'(v) Vx)x = O. (1.17) 

a 

Similar considerations were taken into by Mizumachi [10] and Li [7]. 
From these observation, it may be expected that 

(1.18) 

provided that (Vo, zo) is in Ll. However, we do not know nice estimates of the Green function 
for a parabolic equation with variable coefficient, likely (1.17), and the optimal convergence 
rate (1.18) is not known yet. 

In the case of v+ = v_, since v is given by (1.13), rewrite (1.11) as 

1 1 -1 

Vt - n;Vxx = --=-{Vtt + F + ((p'(v) - p'(v±))Vx)x} := --=-Vtt - -=-F, 
a a a 

(1.19) 

where n; = -p'(v±)ja. Hence 

1 
(Xl 1 rt 1(Xl -

V(x, t) = -(Xl E(x - y, t)Vo(y)dy - ; io -(Xl E(x - y, t - T)(Vtt + F)(y, T)dydT. (1.20) 

Since 

-!.. rt/2 1°O E(x - y, t - T)Vtt(y, T)dydT 
a io -00 

1 

(Xl zo(y) 1 1(Xl 
= -(Xl E(x - y, t)~dy -; -00 E(x - y, tj2)Vt(y, tj2)dy 

-!.. t/2 1°O Et(x - y, t - T)Vt(y, T)dydT, 
a io -00 
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(1.20) is changed to 

100 Zo 
V (x, t) - -00 E(x - y, t) (Va + --;-) (y)dy 

1 
= --100 

E(x - y, t/2)Vt(y, t/2)dy 
(}' -00 

rt
/

2 
Joo - io -00 Et(x - y, t - T)Vt(y, T)dydT (1.21) 

1 it Joo -- E(x - y, t - T)Vtt(y, T)dydT (}' t/2 -00 

1 lot/2 it Joo --( -/- ) E(x - y, t - T)F(y, T)dydT. 
(}' 0 t/2-00 

Hence, defining cjJ(x, t) by the solution of 

cPt - fl,cPxx = 0, 
Zo cPlt=o = (Va + - )(x), 
(}' 

(1.22) 

we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. 3 Suppose that (Va, zo) E L1 in addition to the assumptions in Theorem 1.1. 
Then the soiy,tion (V, z) of {RP} or {1.11} satisfies 

(1.23) 

Remark 1.1 Decay order (1.23) shows that cjJ(x, t) given by (1.22) is an asymptotic profile of 
the solution Vto (1.11), because II(cjJ,cjJx,cPt)(t)I!L= = O(r1

/
2 ,t-I,r3

/
2

). For the asymptotic 
profile of the damped wave equation of second order see Gallay and Raugel [1]. 

In [11, 12], tha author treated the case u+ = u_ = 0 and J()()oo(vo(Y) - v±)dy = 0 not 
only v+ = v_, and obtained the same estimate as (1.23). Therefore, Theorem 1.3 generalized 
the results in [11, 12]. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is on the same line, which is done by the 
estimates of the right hand side in (1.21) using (1.15) and (1.16). 

More general system than (1.1) has been considered by Hsiao and Serre [3], Hsiao and 
Luo [6], etc. See also the references therein and the book [2] by Hsiao. 

2 The Initial-Boundary Value Problem on R+ 

In this section we consider 

{ 

Vt - U x = 0, x E R+, t > 0 

Ut -/- p(v)x = -(}"u 
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with the initial data 

(v,u)lt=o = (vo,uo)(x) -----+ (v+,u+) as x-----+ +CXl (2.2) 

and the null-Dirichlet boundary 

ulx=o = 0 (2.3) 
or the null-Neumann boundary 

(2.4) 

the results of which are based on the joint work [13] of the author with T.Yang. 
In both problems it is crucial how each problem is reformulated. Each reformulation 

below being taken the boundary effect into consideration does not yields the "boundary 
layer", and hence the results obtained and those proofs are much similar to the Cauchy 
problem in Sec. 1. Recently, corresponding to (2.4), Marcati and Mei have considered the 
problem with the Dirichlet boundary condition vlx=o = g(t). However, their reformulation 
problem has the "boundary layer" and it is necessary to assume g(t) -----+ v+. We now show 
how our problems are reformulated and state our results. 

For the Dirichlet boundary problem (2.1)-(2.3), expecting 

(v,u)(x,t)-----+(v+,O) as t-----+CXl, (2.5) 

we put Ut - 0 in (2.1)z by the Darcy law, so that we have (1.2)' with ulx=o = -~p'(v)vxlx=o = 

o. Approximating this by the solution (v, u) (x, t) of 

v - K,Vxx = 0, vAO, t) = 0, v( +CXl, t) = v+ and 

or explicitely 

where K, = _p'(v-j-) and 
a 

Thus, (v, u) satisfies 

60 = 2( roo (vo(x) _ v+)dx _ u+). 
io a 

{ 

Vt - Ux = 0, p'(v+)vx = -au 

(vx,u)lx=o = 0, (v,u)lx=o = (v+,O). 

Auxiliary function (v,v,)(x,t) is defined by 

or explicit ely 

- -u = K,Vx 

( ~ ~)( ) (u+mo(x) -at 100 

()d -at) v, u x, t = -a e ,u+ x mo Y y. e , 
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where mo is smooth whose support is in R+ and integration over R+ is 1. Combining (2.1), 
(2.7), (2.8) with 

rOO (v _ v _ v)(y, t)dy = roo (vo(x) _ v+)dx _ 60 _ u+ = 0 
h h 2 a 

by (2.6), we reach the setting of the perturbation 

(V,z)(x,t) = (-l°O(v-v-v)(y,t)dy,(u-il-u)(x,t» (2.9) 

and the reformulated problem 

Vt-z=O 

Zt + (P(v;, + v + v) - p(V»x + az = -ilt + (P'(v+) - p'(v»vx 

(V, z) It=o = (Vo, zo)(x) (DRP) 

:= (-100 

(vo(y) - v(y, 0) - v(y, O»dy, uo(X) - il(x, 0) - u(x, 0» 

zlx=o = o. 
Both the energy method and the method of the Green function of parabolic equation are 

applicable to (DRP) and the theorem corresponding to Theorem 1.3 holds. 

Theorem 2. 1 (Asymptotic profile for the Dirichlet boundary) Suppose that Vo -
v+ E L\ (Vo, zo) E H3 x J-J2 and IiVal13 + Ilzollz + l'u+1 is small, and that (Vo, zo) is in 
Ll XLI. Then the unique time-global solution (V, z) satisfies 

where ¢ is defined by 

(x_y)2 (x_/_y)2 

¢(x, t) = roo e-~~ (Vo(y) + ~zo(y»dy. 
Jo 4m,;t a 

In the case of the null-Neumann boundary problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), heuristic consid
eration to (2.1h yields ftv(O, t) = v'x(O, t) = 0 and hence v(O, t) = vo(O) for any t > O. 
Therefore, we can expect that (v, u) (x, t) ----+ (v, O)(x, t) as t ----+ 00, where vex, t) is a diffusion 
wave connecting vo(O) and v+. 

If vo(O) i' v+, then putting 'Ut = 0 in (2.1h gives the definition of (v, il) by (v, il)(X, t) = 

(1/J(x/.JtTI) Ix:;,o, -±p(v)x), where 'ljJ is a similarity solution of the parabolic equation 

{ 

Tt + ±p(T)xx = 0, 

Tlx=±oo = v±, 

x E R= (-00,00), t> 0 
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for a constant v_ satisfying (0 <)v_ < vo(O) < v+ or v+ < vo(O) < v_( < +(0). Since 

_I I x x I 
Vt x=o = 'IjJ (v'tTI) ( 2v'tTI(t + 1)) x=O = 0, 

(v, u) satisfies 

{ 

Vt - Ux = 0, p(v)x = -au 

(v, ux) Ix=o = (vo(O),O), (v, u) Ix=oo = (v+,O). 
(2.10) 

The auxiliary function (v, u) is defined by 

or 

{ 

Vt - Ux = 0, Ut = -au (2.11) 

(u, ux) Ix=o = (uo(O)e- ot
, 0), vlx=o = 0, (v, u) Ix=oo = (0, u+e-ot

). 

Combination of (2.1), (2.10), (2.11) with the perturbation (2.9) yields 

Vt-z=O 

Zt + (P(Vx + v + v) - p(v))x = -az - ilt 

zxlx=o = 0 (or Vxlx=o = 0) (NRP) 

(V,z)lt=o = (Va,zo)(x) 

:= (-100 

(vo(y) - v(y, 0) - v(y, O)dy, uo(x) - u(x, 0) - u(x, 0)). 

The L2-energy estimates give the theorem corresponding to Theorem 1.1. 

Theorem 2.2 (The Neumann problem in the case of vo(O) =I v+) Suppose that vo
v+ is in L1 and both IlVal13 + IIzol12 and Do = l(vo(O) - v+,u+ - uo(O))1 are smalL Then 
there exists a 'uniq'ue solution (V, z) E C([O, (0); H3 x H2) of {NRP}, which satisfies same 
estimates {1.15} and {1.16} in Theorem 1.1. 

Eventually if vo(O) = v+, the asymptotic profile of the solution to (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) is 
also obtained on the same line as that of Theorem 1.2. The details are omitted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREM 

We study the smoothing effect for the following initial-value problem of the Korteweg-de 

Vries equation (KdV equation): 

(1.1 ) 
{ 

O(V + o;'v + ox( v 2
) = 0, 

v(O,x) = rP(x). 

t, x E JR., 

Here the solution u( t, x) : JR. x JR. ---r JR. denotes the surface displacement of the water wave. 

In this talk, we show that if the initial data rP is Dirac's delta for example, the solution is 

real analytic for t # o. 
There are a lot of works for the study of KdV equation ( [4], [5], [6], [8], [10], [14], 

[16], [21], [23], [26]). Among others, Kato [14] firstly extract the smoothing effect for the 
evolution operator of the linear part of the KdV equation eta~. The Uniqueness result is 

also obtained by Kruzhkov-Faminsbi [21], Ginibre-Y. Tsutsumi [8] in the subspace of HI. 

Later on, Kenig-Ponce-Vega [16] extend the Kato type smoothing effect and they showed 

that the KdV equation is well-posed in the Sobolev space H 3
/

4
. 

Along the elegant method in the series of papers, Bourgain [2] obtained L2 well

posedness of the KdV equation in the periodic boundary condition. His argument also 

works for the Cauchy problem (1.1) and t.he global well-posedness is established. Fur

thermore, by refining the method by Bourgain, Kenig-Ponce-Vega [17] [18] proved some 
bilinear estimates involving the negative exponent Sobolev space and established the lo

cal well-posedness for the Cauchy problem in the negative Sobolev space HS(JR.) where 

(-3/4 < 8). 
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On the other hand, a highly regular solution has also been studied by several authors. 

T.Kato-Masuda [20] obtained a global smooth solution and the analyticity for any point 
(t, x) E lR x JR. Hayashi-K.Kato [9] obtained the analytic smoothing effect for the nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation (see also K.Kato-Taniguchi [13]) and de Bouard-Hayashi-Kato [7] 
established the analyticity for KdV equations from the Gevrey initial data. Those results 

are basically obtained by llsing the commutation and almost commutation operators with 

the linear KdV equation. 

Thanks to the paper [18], we have a time local solution of (1.1) with Dirac's delta as 

the initial function. Our problem in this note is to study the regularity of the solution 

with Dirac's delata as the initial function. In the following, we show that if the initial 
function is in some class which contains Dirac's delta, the solution is real analytic for 

t f= O. 
More precisely, our result is the following: 

Theorem 1.1. Let -3/4 < 5, b E (1/2,7/12). Suppose that the initial data ¢ E fT'(JR) 
and for some Ao > 0, it satisfies 

00 Ak 
L --f11(xox)k¢llw < 00. 
k=O k. 

Then there exists a 'unique solution v E C(( -T, T), Irs) n Xt of the KdV equation (1.1) 
in a certain time inlenJal ( - T, T) and the solution v is time locally well-posed, i. e. the 

solution conlinl101lsly depends on the initial data. ~MoreoveT the solution v is analytic at 

any point (t,x) E (-T,O) U (O,T) x JR, where we define 

Ilfllxt = (JJ (T - e?b(e)2Slf( T, eWdTde r/2 

= IIV( -·)f(- ) II Hf(IR;lT;' (IR)) 

and Vet) = e-t8~ is the unitary gmup of the free KdV evo17dion. 

Remark 1. A typical exarnple of the initial data satisfying the assumption of the above 

theorem is the Dirac delta measure, since (xo:L.)k8(x) = (-1)k8(x). The other example 

of the data is p.v.~, where ]).v. denotes Cauchy's principal value. Any possible linear 

combination of those distributions with an analytic HS data satisfying the assumption 

can be also the initial data. In this sense, Dirac's delta measure adding the soliton initial 

data can be taken as a initial data. 

Remark 2. For a non-smooth initial data, it is known that the global in time solution has 

been obtained (see [.5], [10]) by the inverse scattering method. Recently the analyticity 

for the inverse scattering solution with a weighted initial data was obtained by Tarama 

[24]. Since our method is based on the fact that the solution is in HS, we don't know if 

our result is true globa.lJy in time. 
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By a almost similar argument of Theorem 1.1, one can also show the following corollary. 

Corollary 1.2. Let -3/4 < s, bE (1/2,7/12). Suppose that for some Ao > 0, the initial 

data cjJ E HS(lR.) and satisfies 

(X) Ak E (k!)311(xax)kcjJIIHs < 00, 

then there exists a unique solution v E C((-T,T),HS)nXt of the KdVequation (1.1) for 

a ceTtain time interval (-T, T) and for any t E (-T, 0) U (0, T) v( t, .) is analytic function 

in space variable and fOT ;r E R v(·, x) is of GevTey 3 as a time variable function. 

Remark 3. Both in Theorem and Corollary, the assumption on the initial data implies 

the analyticity and Gevrey :3 regularity except the origin respectively. In this sense, those 

results are stating that the singularity at the origin immediately disappear after t > ° or 

t < ° up to analyticity. 

Remark 4. Some related results are obtained for the linear and nonlinear Schrodinger 

equations. For linear variable coefficient case, see Kajitani-Wakabayashi [11] and for 

nonlinear case, Chihara [3]. They are giving a global weighted uniform estimates of the 

solution with arbitrary order of derivatives in space variable. Even in our case, we expect 

that the similar uniform bounds are available. 

2. METHOD OF THE PROOF. 

Our method is based on the following observation. Firstly, we introduce the generator 

of the dilation P = 3tat + xa,r for the linear part of the KdV equation. Noting the 

commutation relation with the linear KdV operator L = at + a~: 

it follows 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

[L,P] = 3L, 

LPk = (P + 3)k L, 

(P + 3)kax = aAP + 2)k 

for any k = 1,2" . '. Applying P = 3tax + xax to the KdV equation, we have 

at(pkv) + a:(pkv) = (P + 3)k Lv = (P + 3)k( -ax (v 2
)) 

(2.3) 
= -ax(p + 2)kv2

. 

We set Vk = pkv and Bk(v,v) = oAP + 2)kv2
• Then noting that 

(P + 2lv = (P + 2)1-1 Pv + 2(P + 2)1-1V = ... 

(2.4) I I' 
_ '" . ')l-j pj 
- L.. "'(l- ")' ~ v, 

)=0 J" J" 
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we see 

The above nonlinear term maintains the bilinear structure like the original KdV equation, 
since the Leibniz law can be applicable for an operation of P. Now each Vk satisfies the 

following system of equations; 

(2.5 ) 
{

8t'Uk + 8~Vk + Bk(v,v) = 0, 

Vk(O,X) = (x8x )k¢y(x), 
t, x E 1ft, 

k = 0,1,2"" 

Therefore we firstly establish the local well-posedness of the solution to the following 

infinitely coupled system of KdV equation in a suitable weak space: 

(2.6) {
8t'Uk + 8~Vk + Bk(v, v) = 0, 

Vk(O,X) = ¢Yk(:C), 
t, x E 1ft, k = ° 1 2 , , , 

Then by taking ¢Yk = (x8x )kcP(x), the uniqueness and local well-posedness yields that 

Vk = pkv for all k = 0,1" ... 
According to Bourgain [2], we introduce the Fourier restriction space; 

where 

Ilfll~b = c 11 (T - e)2b(0
2S Ii( T, ol2dTde = IIV( -t)fll~f(lRC;Hn' 

It has been proven that the KclV equation is well-posed in the above space XI; when 

s > -3/4 with b > 1/2. The space where we solve the system (2.6) is infinite sum of 

copies of this space. Let f = (fo, iI, .. , ,fk,'" ) denotes the infinity series of distributions 

and define 

AAo(Xb') = {I = (fo, 11,'" ,fk," . ), Ji E Xb' (i = 0,1,2",,) such thatllfllAAo < oo}, 

where 
<Xl Ak 

IlfllAAo E k~ Ilfkllxg. 

The system (2.6) will be shown to be well-posed in the above space if s > -3/4 and 

b > 1/2 under the assumption for the initial data 

IlcPkllw s: CA~k! k = 0,1"" . 
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The well-posedness is derived by utilizing the contraction principle argument to the cor

responding system of integral equations: 

where 'ljJ(t) is a smooth cut off function such that 'ljJ(t) = 1 for It I < 1 and 'ljJ(t) = 0 for 

It I > 2 and 'ljJT(t) = 4,(t/T). 
The following estimates of linear and nonlinear part due to Bourgain [2] and refined by 

Kenig-Ponce-Vega [17] are our essential tools. 

Lemma 2.1 ([2],[17],[18]). Let 5 E ~, a, a' E (0,1/2), b E (1/2, l)and 8 < l. Then for 

any k = 0,1,2, ... , we have 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

11?/Jo1>kllx-"-a :::; C8(a-al)/4(1-al)ll1>kllx~al' 

1/2 b 114JoV(t)1>klixg :::; C8 - II1>kIIHs, 

II?/'o fat V(t - t')l'kCl')dt'IIXt :::; C81/2-bIIFkllx~_1· 

Lemma 2.2 ([2],[17],[18]). Let 5 > -3/4, b, b' E (1/2,7/12) with b < b'. Then for any 

k,l = 0,1,2,···, we have 

(2.11 ) 

Proof of Lemma 2.1 and 2.2. See [17] and [18]. o 

From Lemma 2.2, it is immediately obtained the bilinear estimate for the nonlinearity 

for the system. 

Corollary 2.3. Let 5 > -3/4, b, b' E (1/2,7/12) with b < b'. Then, we have 

IIBk(V,v)llx~l_l :::; C L 2kl k ,:'rk ,llvk2 1Ixgllvk3 1Ixg. 
k=kl +k2+k3 1· 2· 3· 

(2.12) 

We construct a contraction map via the integral equations. Set a map <P : {vdk=O --+ 

{Vk(l)}~o such tbat <P = (<Po, <PI, ... ) and 

<Pk(1)k) = IjJV(t)1>k - 'ljJ fat V(t - t')?PT(t')Bk(v,v)(t')dl'. 

Then it is shown that <Pk : AAo (lIS) --+ AAI (Xt) is contraction. 

In fact, by using Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we easily see that for any k 2' 0, 

(2.13) 
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By taking a sum in k, 

00 Ak 
111<l> lllAAI (Xt) = E k~ llvkllx; 

co Ak 00 Ak k! 
~Co L k~ II(hIIFJs + C11'/1 L k~ L 2kl k 'k 'k , II vk2 11 X t Il vk31lx; 

k=O . k=o . k=kl+k2+k3 1· 2· 3· 

00 Akl Ak2 Ak3 
~Coll¢IIAAO(W) + C1TIL L L 2kl kG' kG' II vk2 11 xt kG' Ilvk31lx; 

k=Ok=kl+k2+k3 1· 2' 3· 

00 Akl co Ak2 00 Ak3 
~Coll¢IIA,\o(W) + C,1'IL L 2kl kG' L kG' IIvk211xb L kU,llvk31Ixt· 

kl=O 1, k2=0 2· k3=0 3· 

Hence we have 

and also we have the estimate for the difference 

Choosing l' small enough, the map <l> is contraction from 

00 Ak 
X T = {I = (fo, II, ' . , ); Ii E Xt, L k~ IIIkllx; ~ 2CoJ110 } 

° . 
to itself, where 1\110 = II ¢IIAA

O 
(ffS). A similar argument in [1] gives us the uniqueness of 

the system of the solution, This shows the proof of well-posedness. 

Hence under the assumption for the initial function 

the corresponding solution to (KdV) satisfies the following estimate 

(2.14) 

Multiplying t to the both sides of the first eqation of (2.5), we have 

(2.15) 

from which we gain the regularity of v with (2.14). 

For a fixed point (to, xu) E (0,1') x lR, we show that v is analytic near (to, xo). Let 

a(t,:c) E C~(lR2) be a cut-off function near (tu,xo) such that suppa C [to - E,lo + E] X 

[xo - El/;>', Xo - E1/ 3]. First we show that 

(2.16) 

for sosme positive constants C2 and A 2 . This is shown by using the following lemma: 
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Lemma 2.4. Let P = 3i8t + XU:!, be the generator of the dilation and Dt,x be an operator 

defined by :Ft~; (ITI + 1~1).Ft,x' 
FaT' a point (to, xo) E ]R2 with Lo =J 0, we suppose that 9 E }]JL-3(]R2) with supp 9 C 

B 2E (lo,xo) and tu~g) P 3g E IP,-3(]R2). Then we have 

(2.17) 

where the constant C depends on (to, xo) and E. 

From (2.16) and (2.15) we ca.n show that 

(2.18) 

for some positive constants 0:1 and A3 . (2.18) gives us immediately that 

(2.19) 

for k = 0,1,2, ... with some positive constants C4 and A 4 . From this estimate (2.19) and 
(2.15) we have with some positive constants Cs and As, 

(2.20) sup II(tl/3ux)lpkvIIIIl(xO_cl/3,xO+clf:l) ~ C5A~+k(l + k)!, 
tE[tO-E,tO+E) 

for rn, k 0,1,2" . '. This is shown by induction with respect to l. From (2.20) and 

(2.1.5) we ha.ve with some positive constants C6 and A6 , 

sup Ilu;nu~vIIIIl(xo-cl/3,xo+cl/3) ~ C6A~+I(m + l)!, 
tE[lo-c,tO+E) 

(2.21 ) 

for m, l = 0,1,2" .. , which shows that v is real analytic in (t, x) near (to, xo). 
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ON THE EVOLUTION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED 
PLANAR VORTICITY 

Thomas C. Sideris 
University of California, Santa Barbara 

The work to be reported on in this talk was done jointly with Drago§ Ijtimie 

of Univers-ite de Rennes 1. 

The evolution of ideal incompressible fluid vorticity preserves compactness of 

support. For planar fluids, the diameter of the support of nonnegative initial 

vorticity will be shown to grow no faster than O[(tlogt)1/4], improving the 

bound of O(t1
/ 3 ) obtained by Marchioro. In addition, an example of an initial 

vorticity with indefinite sign will be given whose support grows unboundedly 

at a rate of O(t), the maximum rate possible. 

The initial value problem for the 2d incompressible Euler equations is glob

ally well-posed in variety of settings. Wolibner established the existence of 

classical solutions given initial vorticity in CD:(R2) n L1(R2), and Yudovitch 

gave the framework for weak solutions starting with initial vorticity in L1(R2)n 

L=(R2
). Three basic elements of the classical existence theory are relevant for 

the present discussion. The divergence-free fluid velocity vector field v(t, x) 
generates a particle flow map (!)(t,p) through the system of ODE's 

(1) 
d 
dt (!)(t,p) = v(t, (!)(t,p)), (!)(O,p) = p, 

such that the map p 1--+ (!)(t,p) is a continuously varying family of area

preserving diffeomorphisms of the plane. The scalar vorticity w = 01 V2 - 02V1 

is transported by this flow 

(2) Dtw=Otw+v·\7w=O, w(O,:r;)=wo(x), 

and the velocity is coupled to the vorticity through the Biot-Savart law 

(3) . 1 1 (x - y)~ . 
v(t, x) = - 1 12 w(t, y) dy. 

27f R2 X - Y 
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Despite this successful existence theory, little can be said about the large 

time behavior of solutions. This is not surprising since point vortex approxima

tions, even using small numbers of particles, can generate complex dynamics. 

Given that the vorticity is transported by a area-preserving flow (2), it follows 

that its V norms are constant in time. In the case of smooth data, Holder 

regularity of the flow map is preserved in time, but the Holder norm of the flow 

map is only known to be bounded by an expression of the form exp( exp Ct). 

Clearly any growth in the Holder norm of the flow map would be related to 

the evolution of compact regions under the flow. 

If the initial vorticity is supported in a compact set D C R2, then equation 

(2) shows that at time t > 0 the vorticity is supported in D(t) = <D(t, D). 

Nothing can be said about the geometry of D(t). However in the case of a 

vortex patch, Chemin proved that the regularity of the boundary is propa

gated. A simple estimate from (3) provides a uniform bound for the velocity, 

and so the support of the vorticity can grow at most linearly in time. For 

positive initial vorticity, Marchioro demonstrated that the conservation of the 

moment of inertia, J~2 I x 12w (t, x) dx, further acts to constrain the spreading of 

the support to a rate of O(t1/ 3 ). 

Here it will be shown that Marchioro's bound for the growth rate of the 

support of positive vorticity can be improved to O[(tlogt)1/1] by taking into 

account not only the conservation of the moment of inertia but also the con

servation of the center of mass, JR2 xw(t, :r:) dx. Bounds for the flow map will 

come from an estimate for the radial component of the velocity starting from 

(3). The heart of the matter is to measure the vorticity in L1 outside of balls 

centered at the origin. The approach taken here is to derive a differential in

equality for a certain smooth approximation to this L1 quantity. The analysis 

applies to weak solutions in L1 n V, 2 < p ::; 00. 

There are a few examples of explicit solutions, but none of these exhibit 

any growth of support. Spherically symmetric initial vorticity gives rise to a 

stationary solution whose velocity vector field induces flow lines which follow 

circles about the origin. The support of the Kirchoff elliptical vortex patch 

rotates with constant angular velocity, although the velocity vector field has 

a nontrivial structure exterior to the support. The support of the so-called 

Batchelor couple, the continuous analog of a pair of oppositely charged point 
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vortices, moves by translation with speed O(t), without any change of shape. 

On the other hand, numerical simulations starting with a pair of positively 

charged vortex patches show homogenization of the patches simultaneous with 

the formation of long filaments. 

Fianlly, an example will be presented for which the support of the vorticity 

grows at a rate of O(t). This rate is optimal since, as mentioned above, the 

growth can be at most linear in time. The initial vorticity is not positive, 

rather it consists of four blobs, identical except for alternating sign, located 

symmetrically in the four quadrants. The initial configuration is inspired by 

two examples. First, the discrete analog of this set-up can be integrated ex

plicitly, and the point vortices are seen to spread at a rate of O(t). Secondly, 

at the other extreme, Bahouri and Chemin consider an example for which the 

initial vorticity is piecewise constant with alternating values ±1 in the unit 

square of the four quadrants. There one finds rapid loss of Holder regularity of 

the flow map. The motion in our example restricts to a solution the the Euler 

equations in the first quadrant with slip boundary conditions. The proof will 

show that the center of the mass located in the first quadrant moves at a rate 

of 0 (t). In this case, the conservation of the center of mass and moment of 

inertia are no longer useful since both quantities vanish. Instead, we shall use 

conservation of energy. 
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LOO-ESTIMATE OF FIRST SPACE DERIVATIVES 

OF STOKES FLOW IN A HALF SPACE 

YASUYUKI SHIMIZU 

Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan 

§D Introduction 

We consider the Stokes equation 

(0.1) Ut - f"...u + \1p = O,div1£ = 0 in n x (0,00), 

U = Uo at t = 0, 

U = 0 on an x (0,00) 

in a domain n in ~n(n;::: 2) with smooth boundary. Here u = (n\ ... ,nn) is unknown velocity field and 
p is unknown pressure field. Initial data no is assumed to satisfy a compatibility condition: divno = 0 in 
n and the normal component of Uo equals zero on an. This system is a typical parabolic equation and 
it has several properties resembling the heat equation. 

Regularity-decay estimates like LP - Lq estimates are well-studied especilally for 1 < p, q < 00 as 
explained in Giga-Matsui-Shimizu [8]. We reproduce its explanation for reader's convenience. If n = ~n, 
1£ is reduced to a solution of the heat equation with initial data no because there is no boundary condition. 
For example regularity-decay estimate 

(0.2) 

holds for all 1 ::::; p ::::; 00 with C independent of t and '/1'0, where IIf(t)llp := Un If(t, xWdx) lip and 
\1 denotes the gradient in space variables. If p = 2, the estimate (0.2) is still valid for any domain. 
Indeed, since the Stokes operator A is self-adjoint and nonnegative, the operator A generates an analytic 
semigroup e-1A . This yields 

IIAI/2e-1Anollz ::::; cr l
/
21I u oI12. 

Since n = e-
tA

7J.o and IIA1
/
2n112 II\1nllz, (0.2) follows for p = 2.(See Borchers and MiyaIeawa [3] for 

applications.) For 1 < p < 00, (0.2) is valid for bounded domains (Giga [7]) and for a half space (UIeai 
[14]). The estimate (0.2) is also valid for exterior domain with n ;::: 3, with extra restriction 1 < p < n.(See 
Borchers and Miyakawa [2], Giga and Sohr [9], Iwashita [11].) 

However, there was few results for p = 1 or p = 00 where the boundary of n is not empty. The main 
difficulty lies in the fact that the projection associated with the Helmholtz decomposition is not bounded 
in Ll and Loo type spaces, because it involves the singular integral operator such as Riesz operators. 
In the case p = 1, Giga-Matsui-Shimizu [8] showed (0.2) when n is a half-space by estimating Ukai's 
representation of solutions in Hardy space HI which is a subspace of Ll. The proof of (0.2) for p = 1 
does not apply to get the results for p = 00 since many terms in Ukai's formula have singularity at 
Xn = 0 when we estimate in Loo space. We are trying to derive Loo estimate from Ll estimate by duality 
arguement but such method does not seem to apply since the projection is not bounded in Ll and Loo. 

In this talk, we prove (0.2) for p = 00 where n is a half space ~+ = {x = (Xl'· .. ,Xn)i Xn > O}. 

Theorelll 0.1. Let n be tlle solution of tlIe Stokes equation (0.1) in n = ~+ witlI initial data Uo E 
Loo (~n), wlIiclI satisfies tlle compatibility condition. TlIen tlIere is a constant C independent of no sUeil 
tllat 

(0.3) 

Typeset by AMS-TEX 
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2 YASUYUKI SHIMIZU 

for all t > O. 

The proof of this theorem is divided in three sections. First, we rearrange the solution formula of (0.1). 
The original formula obtained by Ukai [14J is not convenient for LOG estimate because many terms have 
singularity on Xn = O. To overcome the difficulty, we change the way of extension of solution in :l:n < O. 
In our new formula, the terms which include Riesz operators \1' A -1 in tangential space does not have 
singularities at Xn = O. Next we estimate the terms which don't include \1' A-I. They can be obtained 
by L1-estimate of the kernel, even though the terms has singularity on :Dn = O. Finally, we estimate the 
term which include \1' A-I. We will show that the smoothness at xn = 0 of these terms is very useful to 
obtain estimates in the Hardy space HI. 
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Global solutions in the critical Sobolev space for 
the wave equations with nonlinearity of 

exponential growth 

M.Nakamura* and T.07;awa 

Department of Mathematics 
Hokkaido University 
Sapporo 060, Japan 

(e-mail: m-nakamu@math.sci.hokudai.ac.jp) 

1, Introduction 

We consider the existence of global solutions for nonlinear wave equations of the 
form 

al'u(t, ;I.;) - 6:u( l,:c) = J(l1(t,:1;)) 
'11(0,·) = ¢ E ir,/2(RTI), U{u(O,·) =IP E Nn/2-1(Rn), (1.1) 

where 'u is a complex-valued function of (/;, x) E R x R'\ at = a/at, 6 denotes 
the Laplacian of spatial variablec;, f is a cornplcx flUlction, and 

is the homogeneous Sobolev space of order p. We prove the global solvability 
of (1.1) in the critical Sobolev space Jjn,'2 with nonlinearity f of exponential 

type, a typical example of which is given bYIl2eA!1L!'" with A > O. 
There is a large literature on t.he Cauchy prcblem for the equation (1.1), 

see for instance [2,5,7,9,10,12,13,16,17,21,22]. It. is well-known that the Cauchy 
problem (1.1) is locally well-posed in t.he usual Sobolev space jJfL(Rn) if Il > 11,/2 
and f is any smooth function with f(O) = 0 [16], or if 1/2 :s: Il < 11,/2 and f is 
given as a single power nonlinearity A['1l[P- 1'1l with A E C and p :s: 1 +4/(11, - 2p) 
[9, 13, 17, 22]. Moreover if p = 1 + 4/(11, - 2/1) and 1/2 :s: II < 11,/2, then 
we have global NIL-solutions wit.h t.he Cauchy data sufficiently small [13, 17]. 
The same situation happens for the nonlinear Schrodinger equations as well 
[3,4,11,15,23]. The critical power p = 1-1-4/(n-2p) at t.he level of iJll naturally 

* JSPS Fellow 
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arises by the standard scaling argument. and is consistcnt with the Sobolev 
embedding jIlL "-> Ln (p-l)/2 for II = n/2 - 2/(p - 1). Thc last embedding, 
however, breaks down for II = n/2. In view of the circumstantial evidence 
above, it seems natural to call n/2 another critical exponent and accordingly, in 
this paper we are interest.ed in the existence of solutions of (1.1) when J1 = n/2 
and especially in the admissible class of nonlincarities in t.hat. theory. Hn / 2 

solutions are of particular intcrcst. as finite energy and strong solutions when 
n = 2 and 4, respectively. 

To state our theorem, first we clarify t.he class of non lin car tcrms. 

Definition Let n :::0: 2. We define a class of functions G as follows. We say 
that lEG if I satisfies I E C ln / 2

] (R2, C) and 1(0) = 0, and there exists somc 
positive number A such that thc following cstimates hold for all z E C: 

{ 
ClzI1e).lzi" for n = 2; 

If' (z) I :::; ~Iz 12e).l zl" for n = 3; 

1f'(z)1 :::; ClzI 2e).l z f, II"(z)l:::; Clzle).l z l
2 

for n = 4; (1.2) 

If' (z) I :::; Clzle).l z I
2

, sup II(k) (z) I :::; Ce).l z l
2 

for n:::O: G; 
2::;k::;[n/2] 

where j is regarded as a function of z and z, j'(z) = (8j /8z, 8j /8z), for k :::0: 2 
I(k) denotes any of the derivativcs of I of k-th order with respect t.o z and z, 
and [s] denotes the integer part of S E R. 

To show the exist.encc of t.he glohal solutions of (1.1) wit.h I in G, we use 
the standard fixed point argumcnt on t.he corresponding int.cgral equation. Let 
l/qo = (n - 1)/2(n + 1). We int.roduce the following complet.e metric space 

X(R) 

{u E LOO(R, Hn/2) n LqO(R, B~~-l)/2 n Ego) (1.3) 

max{llu; LOO(R, i1n
/

2 )11, II'll; UD(R, B~~1-1)/2) II, Ilu; LqO(R, Ego) II} :::; R}, 

endowed with the metric 

(1.4) 

where B~ [resp.E~] denotes thc [rcsp.homogeneous] Besov space and we made 

abbreviation such as B S = B S
, (Rn) j-1" = 13 8 (Rn) 118,'1 = 1I8,q(Rn) JI8,q = '1 q,'2 ,- q '1,'2, , 

H,Q,q(R71). For the definitions and its propert.ies of Sobolev and Besov spaces, 
we refer to [1, 6, 27]. For convenience of description, we define the following 
space of the Cauchy dat.a by 

(Hn / 2 x /]"/2-1) n (i£1/'2 x irl/2) (1.G) 

max{ 111>; //,1/'211, 114>; 111
/

2 11, 114); j171
/

2
-

1 11, 114); ir-1
/

2 11} (1.6) 
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Now we state our theorem. In the following, we use the operators 

K(t) == (sintJ-f},.)/J-f},., K(t) == costJ-f},.. 

Theorem 1. 1 Let n ::;. 2. Let f E G. Let (4),1.b) E Y be sufficiently small. 
Then there exists R > 0 such that (1.1) has a unique global solution in X(R). 
Moreover the solution 'U belongs to (C n LOO)(R, 11'1/2 n iJl/2) and depends on 
the initial data continuously. In addit'ion, there exists a pair (c/>+, '1f;+) E Y such 
that 

Conversely, for sufficiently small (c/>-, 'if;-) E Y, there exists a solution 'U_ of 
(1.1) in X(R) such that 

1I(7L(t)-K(t)c/>_-K(t)'1f;_,()t(lL(t)-K(t)c/>_-K(t)V)_))lly -----'t 0 as t -+ -=. 

Moreover the scattering operator (c/>- ,1/)_) 1-+ (c/>+, 'if;+) is continuous with respect 
to the iI1/ 2 x Ij-l/2-norm. 

Remark 1. We now comment. on t.he relation between the dimension and the 
vanishing order of the functions of (1.2) at the origin. As we mentioned above, 
for the existence of t.he global solutions it is natural to require the vanishing order 
at least the conformal power 1+4/(n-l) which is identical to the requirement in 
(1.2) when n = 2,3, G. As we see below, we need to differentiate the nonlinearity 
f at least (n - 1)/2-times and as far as f is supposed to behave as a power 'uP 

at the origin, we must impose p ::;. (n - 1) /2 except p is an integer. Therefore, if 
p is not an integer, then we are restricted to the case n :s:: G. We keep ourselves 
away from the resulting technical difficulty and assume sufficient smoothness of 
f at the origin. 
Remark 2. An analogous result has been proved by t.he same authors for the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equations in the critical Sobolev space Hn/2 [18]. 
Remark 3. In (1.4), the exponent qo of the auxiliary function space is that of 
the Strichartz space-time estimate in the diagonal case [2G]. In Theorem 1. 1 , 
as for the local well-posedness, the smallness assumption on the Cauchy data 
may be removed if f satisfies 

sup If(k)(z)l:s:: ClzlmeAl z I
2
-', 0 < f :s:: 2. 

O:::;k:::;[n/2] 

for m sufficiently large (see [16] for details). 

We prove Theorem 1. 1 in t.he next section. The proof depends on the 
Strichartz estimat.e [8, 13, 2G] and on the estimates on the nonlinear terms in 
the form of the power series expansion given by the RHS of (1.2). To ensure 
the convergence of the corresponding series of norms on Lq or Bg with q -+ =, 
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we use the sharp Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities [18, 19]. Those inequalities 
are closely related to Trudinger's inequality [14, 19, 20, 24, 26, 28] and in this 
sense the power 2 in the exponent.ial functions on the RHS of (1.2) also seems 
critical. 

2 Proof of Theorem 1.1 

In this section we prove Theorem 1. 1 . For (1), '1/)) E Y and u E X(R) with R to 
be determined later, we define the operator <"P by 

<"P(u)(t) == }((t)r/> + K(t)4) -I-it K(l- T)J(n(T))dT. (2.7) 

For the existence of the solutions of (1.1), it suffices to show that <"P is a con
traction map on X (R) for some R. By t.he Strichartz estimate and the standard 
dualit.y argument, we have t.he following linear estimates 

max{II<"P(u); L DO (R, Jin/2) II, 11<"P(n); UO (R, B~~~1)/2) II} 

< C(II1>;i1n
/

2 11 + 11'I,b; iIn/2~ III + IIf(n); uo' (R, B~:',~1)/2) 11), (2.8) 

11<"P(n); Lqo(R, B~o)11 

< C(IIr/>; i11/211 + 114); jl~1/211 + IIJ(u); LqO' (R, B~OI )11), (2.9) 

where l/qo' == 1 - l/qo, and C is independent of r/>, '1/), J and 'IL (see also [8]). 
In (2.9), we may replace B~o and B~o' wit.h LqO and LqO' respectively using the 

embedding B~ '---+ L r for 2 :::; T < 00. Regarding the norms of J(u) on RHS in 
(2.8) and (2.9), we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2. 1 Let f E G. Then there exists a monotone increasing junction p 
on R snch that for any '/L and v in X (R) 

IIf(u); u o' (R, L%')II :::; Cp(R)R2, (2.10) 

IIf(n); uo' (R, B~;,~J);2)1I :::; Cp(R)R2, (2.11) 

IIf(n) - f(v);UO' (R,LqO')1I :::; Cp(R)Rllu - v; LqO(R,Lqo)lI, (2.12) 

where C is independent of 'u and v. 

Proof of Lemma 2. 1 
We prove Lemma 2. 1 for n 2' G, since the lemma for n = 2,3,4 could be 

shown quite analogously. First we prove (2.10). Vo/e recall the inequalities 

lin; Lqll :::; Cq1/2+(r~2)/2qllu; 1"rn/2111~r/qll'/L; Cll r/q, (2.13) 

lin; B~ II :::; Cq1/2+(r~2)/2qlln;iJn/2111~r;q lI'u; B~ II r/q, (2.14) 
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for any 1 < l' :s: q < 00, where C is independent of q and u (see [18, 19]). By 
expanding the RHS of (1.2) and est.imating the resulting power series by the 
Holder inequality in space and (2.13), we have 

Ilf(u); uo'il 

< cf ~~ Ilu; Lr +11 2j+111'u; UOIl (2.15) 
j=O J. 

< c f ~~ r*{1!2+{qo-2)/2r+)(2j +1) Ilu; iln/211{1-qo/r+){2j+1) 

j=O J. 

·llu; UO 111+{2j -1-1)qo/r+, (2.16) 

where r* = (n + 1)(2j + 1)/2 and C is independent of u. Therefore we have by 
the Holder inequality in time 

Ilf(u); LqO' (R, UO') II :s: c f A.~ r*{1/2-1-{qO-2)/2,.+)(2j+1) R2j-I-2. (2.17) 
j=O .1. 

Since the series in (2.17) converges for sufficiently small R, we shall regard it 
as p(R)R2. This completes the proof of (2.10). The inequality (2.12) follows 
analogously if we use the equality 

feu) - f(v) = t f'(v + ecu - v))Cu - v)de . 
.fa 

Next we show (2.11) for n 2: G odd. By the embedding il{n-1)/2 '--+ iJ{n-1)/2 
qat qat, 

we have 

(n- 1)/2 k 

Ilf(u); iJ~:',-1)/211 :s: C L llf{k)(-u) II ai3i 'u;uo'll. 
k=l lod={11-1)/2 f31 +_ .. 1-f3k~Q i=l 

1f3,I:>l 

(2.18) 
For k 2: 2 and 1 :s: i :; k, let 1/1"* and 1/1"; be 

1/1'* == 2/(n + 1)(2j + k - 1), 1/1'; == (1 - 21,Bil/(n - 1))/1'* + 21,Bil/(n - l)q. 

Then we have by the interpolat.ion of the Besov space 

lIai3i u; Lr: II :; ClI'u; iJ~+111-21i3il/{n-1) Ilu; iJ~~-1)/21121,6il/{n-1) for 1:; i :; k, 
(2.19) 

where C is independent of j and '11 (see [6, Lemma A.l]). Therefore we have for 
k2:2 
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which corresponds to (2.15), and by the same argument. as above t.he inequality 
(2.11) follows, where t.he estimate on the terms with k = 1 is similar and simpler. 

For n 2': 6 even, we use t.he following equivalent norm on the homogeneous 
Besov space 

Ilu; B~n-1)/211 C':' L {lDO r 2 snp Ila"'u - a"'TyU; U11 2dtp/2, (2.21) 
[",[=(n-2)/2 0 [YI<t 

where Ty is the shift function by y E RH. By (2.21), we have 

Ilf(u); B~;,-1)/211 
(11-2)/2 DO k 

< eLL L {l r 2 snp Ilf(k)(u) II af3i u 
k=l ["'[=(11-1)/2 P1+···Hlk=<> 0 [y[<t i=l 

IPil:>1 

k 

-f(k) (Ty'U) II af3iTyU;UO'112dtp/2. (2.22) 
;=1 

Here we estimate (2.22) as follows. Let 1/r*, liT, 1/r: be 

1/r* == 2/(n + 1)(2j + k), IIi' == (1- 1/(n -l))lr* + 1/(n - l)qo, 

1/r: == (1 - 21.Bil/(n - 1))11'* + 21.Bil/(n - l)qo for 1 <.::: i <.::: k. 

Then we have by the Holder inequality and an estimate similar to (2.19) 

k 

IIU(k)(u) - f(k)(TyU)) II a f3i ,u; uo' II 
i=l 

DO )..1 k 

< C L lilluI2j 
(u - TyU) II af3i u; LqO' II 

j=O J. i=1 

< c f ~~ Ilu; B~.112j-lk-(n-2)/(n-l) Ilu; B~~-1)/211(n-2)/(n-1) 
j=O J. 

'11'u - TyU; Lill· (2.23) 

Therefore we have 

{lDO r 2 I~~lft II U(k) (u) - j(k) (Ty'U)) g a f3i u; LqO' ll2dt}1/2 

< cf ~~ lin; B~.112jlkllu; B~~'-1)/211· 
j=O J. 
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For k ;::: 2, let l/r* == 2/(n + 1)(2j + k - 1) and let 

1fT == (1- (2lfJll + 1)/(n -1))/r* + (2lfJll + 1)/(n -1)qo, 

l/r; == (1 - 2lfJil!(n -1))/r* + 2IfJil/(n - l)qo for 2:::; i :::; k. 

Then we have by an estimate similar to (2.23) 

k 

Ilf(k) (u)(a1hu - af31 TyU) II af3;u; LqO' II 
i=2 

< C f ~~ Ilu; B~.112i+k-l-(n-2-21f311)/(n-1) 
j=O J. 

·llu; B~~-1)/211(n-2-21f311)/(n-1) lIaf31 u - afh Ty'U; VOII. (2.25) 

Therefore we have 

{lOO r 2 sup Ilf(k) Cu)(af31 'lL - af31 Ty 'U) IT af3;,u; LqO' 11 2dt}1/2 
o i=2 

< C ~ A
j 

II'll. BO 11 2j+k - 1 11'u· 13(n-1)/211 
.I L.....;., ' 1'>1< 'qo· 

j=O J. 
(2.26) 

The inequalities (2.24) and (2.26) correspond to (2.15), so that we have the 
required inequality (2.11), where the estimate on the terms with k = 1 is again 
similar and simpler. This completes t.he proof of lemma 2. 1 . 0 

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. 1 . By (2.8), (2.9) and Lemma 2. 1 , 
we have 

max{II<I>( u); LOO(R, /[n/2)11, II<I>eu); Lq(R, B~n-l)/2) II, 11<I>(u); U(R, B~) II} 

:::; CII(cp, 1f;)lly + Cp(R)R2, (2.27) 

d(<I>(u) , <I> (v)) :::; Cp(R) Rd(u, v), (2.28) 

for u, v E X(R), where C is independent of 'U and v. Therefore <I> becomes 
a contraction map on X(R) if lI(cp,l/;)lly and R are sufficiently small. The 
existence of asymptotic states and the continuity of the scattering operator 
follow by the standard argument (see [17]). 0 
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1. Introduction. This note is based on the author's recent work [7]. There are 
some symmetry results of Alessandrini [1, 2], some of which proved a conjecture of 
Klamkin [3] ( see also [12] ). We quote a theorem of [2] ( see [2, Theorem 1.3, p. 
254] ). 

Theorem A ( Alessandrini ). Let Sl be a bounded domain in IftN (N ;; 2) 
with boundary aSl and let all of its boundary points be regular witl] respect to the 
Laplacian. Let <p E L2 (Sl) satisfy <p t: 0 and let u = u( x, t) be the unique solution 
of 

m Sl X (0,00), 

(1.1 ) 

If there exists T > 0 such that, for every t > T, u(·, t) is constant on every level 
surface {x E Sl; U(X,T) = const. } ofu(·,T) in Sl, then one of the following two 
cases occurs. 

(i) <p is an eigenfunction of -,6. under the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
condition. 

(ii) Sl is a ball, u(·, t) is radially symmetric for each t ;; 0, and u never vanishes 
in Sl X [T,oo). 

Klamkin's conjecture was that if all the spatial level surfaces of the solution u of 
(1.1) are invariant with respect to the time variable t for positive constant initial 
data, then the domain must be a ball. Therefore Theorem A proved the Klamkin's 
conjecture [3]. 

In this note we consider the similar problem under the homogeneous Neumann 
boundary condition. Our result is: 

Typeset by AMS-'lEX 
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Theorem 1. Let n be a bounded Lipschitz domain in jRN (N ~ 2) with boundary 
an, and let cP E L2(n) satisfy cP 1= 0 and 10. cp dx = O. Let u = u(x, t) be the unique 
solution of the following initial-Neumann problem: 

in n x (0,00), 

u(x,O)=cp(x) in n, 
{ 

atU = ~u 

au = 0 
av . on an x (0, (0), 

(1.2) 

where v denotes the exterior normal unit vector to an. If there exists T > 0 such 
that, for every t > T, u(·, t) is constant on every level surface { x En; u(x, T) = 
const. } of u ( ., T) in n, then one of the following two cases occurs. 

(i) cp is an eigenfunction of -~ under the homogeneous Neumann boundary 
condition. 

(ii) By a rotation and a translation of coordinates we have one of the following (a) 
and (b): 

(a) There exists a finite interval (a, b) such that u is extended as a function of 
Xl and t only, say u = U(XI,t) ((XI,t) E [a,b] x (0,00)), and there exist an integer 
n ~ 1 and a finite sequence {s j} }=o satisfying 

b-a 
So = a, sn = b, and Sj+l - Sj = -- for 0 ~ j ~ n - I, 

n 

such that txul never vanishes in Uj==-g (s j, S j+l) X (T, (0) and it vanishes on {s j} }=o x 
(0,00). When n ~ 2, u is symmetric with respect to hyperplane { x E jRN ; Xl = 

S j } for each 1 ~ j ~ n - 1. Furthermore, the boundary an consists of at most the 
following: 

(a-I) a part of hyperplane { x E lR.N ; Xl = b }, 
(a-2) a part of hyperplane { x E lR.N ; Xl = a }, 
(a-3) a part of lwperplane { X E jRN ; Xl = Sj } for each 1 ~ j ::::; n - 1 when 

n ~ 2, 
(a-4) a collection of straight line segments .e's given by 

R = { X E lR.N ; X = (Xl, y') and Sj ~ Xl ~ Sj+l }, 

where y' is a point in jRN-I and 0 ~ j ~ n - 1. 

Here (a-I), (a-2), and (a-4) are nonempty and there is a case where (a-3) is empty. 

(b) There exist a finite interval (a, b) with a ~ 0 and a natural number k witlI 

2 ~ k ~ N such that u is extended as a function of I = (xi + ... + xk) ~ and t only, 
say u = U(/, t) ((I, t) E [a, b] X (0,00)), whose derivative ~~ (I, t) never vanishes in 
( a, b) X (T, 00) and it vanishes on {a, b} X (0,00). Furthermore, when 2 ~ k ~ N -1, 
the boundary an consists of the following: 

(b-l) a part of hypersurface { X E jRN ; 1= b }, 
(b-2) a part of hypersurface { x E lR.N ; I = a } when a > 0, 
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(b-3) a collection of straigllt line segments £1 5 given by 

£ = {x E]RN ; (Xl, ... ,xd = rW,a ~ r ~ b, and (Xk+l, ... ,XN) = yl }, 

where yl is a point in ]RN-k and W is a point in tile k - 1-dimensional unit 
sphere Sk-l in ]Rk. 

Wilen k = N, there exists a Lipschitz domain Sin SN-l ( S can be the whole sphere 
SN-l ) such that n = { rw E ]RN ; r E (a, b) and w E S } when a > 0, and either 
n = { rw E]RN ; r E (0, b) and wE S } with S i- SN-l or n = { X E]RN ; r < b} 

when a = O. 
In particular, in case (ii), if an is Cl

, then n must be eitller a ball or an annulus. 

Since any constant function is a trivial solution of the initial-Neumann problem 
(1.2) with constant initial data, and since adding any constant function to the 
solution u in Theorem 1 does not have any influence on the invariance condition of 
spatial level surfaces of u, so for simplicity we assumed that cp 1= 0 and JO, cp dx = 0 
for initial data cpo 

Alessandrini used an eigenfunction expansion and a special case of a well-known 
theorem of symmetry for elliptic equations of Serrin [10, Theorem 2, pp. 311-312] 
in order to prove Theorem A: 

Theorem S ( Serrin ). Let D be a bounded domain with C 2 boundary aD and 
let v E c2 (D) satisfy the following: 

and 

and 

v > 0 1ll D, 

av av = c on aD, 

where f = f(5) is a C l function of 5, c is a constant, and v denotes the exterior 
normal unit vector to aD. Then D is a ball and v is radially symmetric and 
decreasing in D. 

Under the hypothesis that case (i) of Theorem A does not hold, Alessandrini showed 
that there exists a level set D = { X En; VJ( x) > 5 } with 5 > 0 of an eigenfunction 
'ljJ = 7/;( x) of -i'l under the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition such that the 
function v = 'ljJ - 5 satisfies the overdetermined boundary conditions as in Theorem 
S. Then applying Theorem S to v implies that D is a ball and v is radially symmetric 
and decreasing in D. By a little more argument one gets case (ii) of Theorem A. In 
this proof essential is the fact that the boundary of D does not touch the boundary 
an. This fact comes from the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition of the 
eigenfunction 7/;. Therefore, in our problem (1.2) we can not use Theorem S because 
of the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. We overcome this obstruction 
by using the invariance condition of spatial level surfaces much more with the help 
of the classification theorem of isoparameiric hypersurfaces in Euclidean space of 
Levi-Civita and Segre ( see [4, 9] ). Besides we can give another proof of Theorem 
A which does not depend on Theorem S. 

In fact, the introduction of isoparametric surfaces was motivated by Somigliana 
[11] and Segre [8] in terms of similar questions of geometry of solutions of partial 
differential equations. 
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In Section 2 we give an outline of the proof of Theorem 1. For the details we 
refer to [7J. 

2. Outline of the Proof of Theorem 1. First of all, let us quote the classifi
cation theorem of isoparametric hypersurfaces in Euclidean space ]RN, which was 
proved by Levi-Civita [4J for N = 3, and by Segre [9J for arbitrary N. See [5, 6J for 
a survey of isoparametric surfaces. 

TheoreIll LcS ( Levi-Civita and Segre ). Let D be a bounded domain in 
]RN (N ~ 2) and let f be a real-valued smooth function on D satisfying \7 f -# 0 
on D. Suppose that there exist two real-valued functions 9 = g(-) and h = h(-) of 
a real variable such that 

1\7 fl2 = g(f) and £1f = h(f) on D. (2.1) 

Tllen the family of level surfaces {x ED; f( x) = s} (s E f(D)) of f must be 
either parallel hyperplanes, concentric spheres, or concentric spherical cylinders. 

In this theorem the function f is called an isoparametric function, and the level 
surfaces of f are called isoparametric surfaces. For our use we assumed that the 
domain D is bounded. 

Let us put u( x, T) = 'lj;( x) for x E n. By the invariance condition of spatial level 
surfaces as in [1, (2.2), p. 231J we have: 

u(x,t) = f-L('lj;(x),t) for any (x,t) E n x [T,OO) 

for some function f1 = f-L( s, t) : ]R X [T, 00) ---t ]R satisfying 

f-L(s, T) = s for any s E R 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Since 'lj; is not constant, there exist a point Xo E n and an open ball B in ]RN 

centered at Xo such that 
\7 'lj; -# 0 on B (c n). (2.4) 

Then by a standard difference quotient argument ( see [1, Lemma 1, p.232J and [2, 
Lemma 2.1, p. 255J ) we have: 

Lemma 2.1. There exists an interval I = ['lj;(xo) - 15, 'lj;(xo) + I5J with some 15 > 0 
such that Ie 7/;(B) and f-L E C=(I X [T, 00 )). 

In view of Lemma 2.1 we can substitute (2.2) into the heat equation and get 

f-Lt = div (f-Ls\7'ljJ) = f1s£1'lj; + f1ssl\77/JI2 on 7/J-1(I) X [T,OO), (2.5) 

where 7/;-1 (I) = { x En; 'lj;(x) E I}. Differentiating (2.5) with respect to t yields 

f1tt = f-Lst£1'lj; + f-Lsst 1\77/J12 on 7p-1(I) X [T,OO). (2.6) 

Let us introduce the function ::D by 

::D = det ( f-Ls 
f1st 

f1ss ) f1sf1sst - f1ssf1st. 
f1sst 

We distinguish the following two cases: 

(1)::D 0 on I X [T,OO), 
(2) ::D =t 0 on I X [T, 00 ). 
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(2.7) 



Remark that these cases are slightly different from the cases in the paper [1] where 
the time is fixed, that is, t = 7. 

Case (1). In this case let us show that the solution U must be a separable 
solution, which implies case (i) of Theorem 1. It follows from (2.3) that fLs( 5,7) 1. 
Therefore there exists a time Tl > 7 such that 

Hence we have 

By solving this equation with fLs (5,7) 1 and using the analyticity in x of U and 
the fact that 10. U( x, t) dx = 0 for any t > 0, we can show that U is a separable 
solution. 

Case (2). In this case, by supposing that case (i) of Theorem 1 does not hold, 
we show that case (ii) holds. It follows from the continuity of ~ that there exist 
a nonempty open subinterval J c I and a time to ~ 7 such that ~ 0:1 0 on 
J X {to}. Hence we can solve equations (2.5) and (2.6) with respect to IV7jJ1 2 and 
6.7jJ for (x, to) E 'lj)-l(J) X {to}. Namely, there exists a non empty bounded domain 
Dc 7jJ-l(J)(C n) in]RN such that 

(2.8) 

for some functions 9 and h as in (2.1). Then, since 7jJ is analytic in n, it follows 
from (2.2) and Theorem LcS that after a rotation and a translation of coordinates 
there exists a finite interval (a, b) such that we have one of the following (a) and 
(b ): 

(a) u is extended as a function of Xl and t only, say U = U(Xl, t) ((Xl, t) E 

[a, b] X [7,00 )). Furthermore, n c (a, b) X IRN- I with ann ({ a} X IRN- I) 0:1 0 
and an n ({b} x ~N-l) i- 0. 

(b) a ~ 0 and there exists a natural number k with 2 :s; k :s; N such that 

U is extended as a function of r = (xi + ... + xD~ and t only, say U = 

u(r, t) ((r, t) E [a, b] X [7,00 )). Furthermore, when a > 0, n c {(Xl, ... , Xk) E 
IRk; a < r < b} X IRN- k with an n ({(Xl, ... ,Xk) E IRk;r = a} X IRN- k) 0:1 0 
and an n ({(Xl, ... , Xk) E IRk; r = b} X IRN- k) 0:1 0, and when a = 0, n c 
{(XI, ... ,Xk) E IRk;O ~ r < b} X IRN- k with n n ({O} X IRN- k) 0:1 0 and 
an n ({(Xl, ... , Xk) E IRk; r = b} X IRN- k) 0:1 0. Here, when k = N, IRN- k is 
disregarded. 

Here we have: 

Lemma 2.2. In case (b) u(r, 7)( = 7jJ(r)) is monotone on [a, b], provided case (i) of 
Theorem 1 does not hold. 

Since an is only Lipschitz continuous, we need careful consideration to prove 
Theorem 1. Since problem (1.2) is solved by an eigenfunction expansion, we see that 
U = U(XI' t)((Xl' t) E [a, b] X [0,00)) in case (a) and U = u(r, t)((r, t) E [a, b] X [0, 00)) 
in case (b). 
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Let us consider case (b) first. Lemma 2.2 implies that either 'ljJ' ~ 0 or 'ljJ' ;; o. 
Consider the case where 'ljJ' ~ O. Since 'ljJ is analytic and not constant, there exists 
a sequence of positive numbers {c j} ~1 with C j 1 0 as j i 00 such that 

~I/(a + Cj) > 0 and ~I/(b - Cj) > 0 for any j ~ 1. 

By continuity we see that for each j ~ 1 there exists Tj > T satisfying 

Hence, since 'ljJ' ~ 0, it follows from the strong maximum principle that for each 
j ~ 1 aTu > 0 in [a + Cj, b - Cj] X (T, Tj]. By dealing with the case where 'ljJ' ;; 0 
similarly, we conclude that there exist two sequences {c j} ~1 and {Tj} ~1 with 
C j 1 0 as j i 00 and Tj > T such that for each j ~ 1 

(2.9) 

Since u satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, this will determine 
the boundary an. If an n { x E ~N ; r = (xi + ... + xk)t E (a,b) } = 0, then 
k = Nand n must be either a ball or an annulus in ~N. SO, let us consider the 
case where an n { x E ~N ; r E (a, b) } i- 0. Take sufficiently large j ~ 1 and 

1 

take an arbitrary point x* E an with r = ((xn Z + ... + (xl:)zP· E (a + Cj, b - Cj). 

Since n is a bounded Lipschitz domain, we can find an orthogonal matrix 91 = (tij) 
and a neighborhood V of x* in ~N with V c { x E ~N ; r = (xi + ... + xk)t E 

(a + C j, b - C j) }, and by introducing the rotation of coordinates: z = 91x, we may 
have in z-coordinates 

{

an n V = { z = (i, ¢(Z)) E ~N ; i = (Zl' ... , zN-d E B }, 
n n V = { z = (i, ZN) E ~N ; C < ZN < ¢(i) and i E B }, 
V = B x (c,d), 

(2.10) 

where B is an open ball in ~N -1, (c, d) is a bounded open interval, and ¢ is a 

Lipschitz continuous function on B. Then, by Rademacher's theorem on the almost 
everywhere total differentiability of Lipschitz functions ( see [13, Theorem 2.21, p. 
50] for example) we see that the exterior unit normal vector v to an is given by 

v(i, ¢(i)) = (1 + IVz¢(i)IZ)-t( -Vz¢(i), 1) for almost every i E B, (2.11) 

where V z¢ = (aZl¢, ... ,aZN_l¢). Therefore it follows from the homogeneous Neu
mann boundary condition that for any t E (T, Tj] 

(-Vz¢(i), 1)· Vz (u(91*z, t)) = 0 for almost every i E B, (2.12) 

where Z = (i, ¢(i)) and 91* denotes the transposed matrix of 91. Since u = u(r, t) 
with r = (xi + ... +xk)t, so 

(2.13) 
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Then, by using \7 z = 91\7 x we get 

(2.14) 

Since 8r u;r,t) f 0 for any t E (T,Tj] and r E (a+Ej,b-Ej), we have from (2.12) 

( - \7 z q{z), 1) . a( z, cp( z)) = 0 for almost every z E 13, (2.15) 

where we put 

with ZN = cp(z). 

Equality (2.15) is regarded as a first-order quasilinear partial differential equation 
for a function cpo We can solve this by the characteristic method. For each x E ~N 
with r = (xi + ... + xI)i E (a, b), let z = z(s) (s E~) be the curve satisfying 

{ 
~ z(s) = a(z(s)) for s E~, 
z(O) = 91x. 

(2.16) 

This curve is called a characteristic curve. By putting z( s) = 91x( s), we get 

Solving this yields 

(2.17) 

Namely, z = z(s) (s E ~) is a straight half-line through a point z(O) E ~N with 

direction ;0 91( Xl (0), ... , Xk(O), 0, ... ,0), where TO = (xi(O) + ... + xk(O)) i E ( a, b). 
We call such a line a characteristic line. Let £ be the set of all characteristic 
lines intersecting V. Since V is convex, for each .e E £ the intersection .e n V is 
a line segment. By introducing the polar coordinates for the first k coordinates 
(Xl, ... , Xk) in x-coordinates and using Fubini's theorem, we see that for almost 

every (;o(Xl(O), ... ,Xk(O)),(Xk+I(O), ... ,XN(O))) E Sk-l X ~N-k, cp has a total 

differential at almost every point z( s) on the intersection of V and the line z = z( s) 
with z(O) = 91x(O), provided the intersection is nonempty. Let Q be the set of such 
lines intersecting V and let B = £ \ Q. We call an element of Q a good linc and 
that of B a bad line, respectively. In the above meaning almost all elements of £ 
are good lines. 
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First, let us show that if £ is a good line intersecting an n V, then £ n V is 
contained in an. Lete be a good line, given by Z = z( s) (s E lR), intersecting 
an n V. Set 

w(S) = ZN(S) - ¢(i(s)). (2.18) 

Then w( so) = 0 for some So E lR, and for almost every s E lR with z( s) E V we 
have 

d d d 
ds w(s) = dsZN(s) - \7z¢(i(s))· dsi(s) 

= aN(z(s)) - \7z¢(i(s))· (a1(z(s)), ... , aN-1(z(S))) 

= (-\7 z¢(i(s)), 1)· a(i(s), ¢(i(s)) + w(s)). 

Observe that 

Therefore it follows from (2.15) that for almost every s E lR with z( s) E V 

(2.19) 

Hence, since the Lipschitz continuity of ¢ implies that the absolute value of the 
right-hand side ofthis equality is bounded from above by Klw( s) I for some constant 
J{ > 0, by integrating this equality from So to s, we get from w(so) = 0 

Iw(s)1 ~ K 11: Iw(s')1 ds'l· (2.20) 

This implies that 
w(s) = 0 for all s E lR with z(s) E V. 

In view of the definition of w ( see (2.18) ), we see that £ n V is contained in an. 
Next, let us show that an n V consists of characteristic lines Z = z(s) in V. 

Suppose that there exists a line £ E .c intersecting an n V such that £ n V is not 
contained in an. Then £ is a bad line. Let £ be given by Z = z( s) (s E lR). If 
necessary, by choosing another characteristic line sufficiently close to £, we may 
assume that there exists two numbers Sl and S2 satisfying 

{ 
Z(Si) E V for i = 1,2, 

ZN(Sl) < ¢(i(sd), and ZN(S2) > ¢(i(S2)). 
(2.21) 

Since almost all elements of .c are good lines, from the continuity of ¢ we can find a 
good line sufficiently close to £, which still satisfies (2.21). Therefore by continuity 
this good line must intersect an n V. This is a contradiction. Consequently, we see 
that an n V consists of characteristic lines Z = z( s) in V. 
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Since we know that in original x-coordinates these characteristic lines are given 
by (2.17) globally, by some additional argument we can get the conclusion (ii) (b) 
of Theorem 1. 

N ext let us consider case (a). For u = u ( Xl, t) consi der t he set 3 given by 

3 = {Xl E (a,b) ; 8X1 u(XI,t) = ° for all t > o}. (2.22) 

Since 3 is contained in { 5 E (a, b) ; 'IjJ' (5) = o} and 'IjJ is an analytic non-constant 
function, so 3 n (a + E, b - E) is at most a finite set for each E > 0. Suppose that 
there exists a point 5 E 3 n ( atb 

, b). Then by setting for any t > ° 
if Xl E (a, 5), 
if Xl E [5,25 - a), 

we see that v also satisfies the one-dimensional heat equation on (a, 25 - a) X (0, 00). 
Since 25 - a > band u v in (a, 5) X (0,00), by analyticity we get u _ v in 
(a,b) X (0,00). Namely, u is symmetric with respect to Xl = 5. Also, by supposing 
that there exists a point 5 E 3 n (a, atb

), we get the same conclusion. These 
observations imply that 3 itself is at most a finite set, and its elements are located 
at regular intervals if 3 1 0. Let 

if 3/0, 
if 3 = 0. 

Then 5 max < b. Since u satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, 
we can determine 80, n { X E JR N ; 5max < Xl < b } by the characteristic method 
as in the proof of case (b). Observe that the characteristic curves are the lines 
being parallel to xl-axis. Then we see that 80, n { X E JRN ; 5 max < Xl < b } 
consists of lines being parallel to xraxis such that Xl varies from 5 max to b. Since 
these lines are parallel to the normal direction of hyperplane { X E JRN ; Xl = b }, 
then 80, n { X E JRN ; Xl = b } has positive area. Therefore it follows from the 
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition that 

8X1 u(b,t) = ° for any t E (0,00). (2.23) 

By the same argument we get 

8X1 u(a,t) = ° for any t E (0,00). (2.24) 

In view of (2.23) and (2.24), by using the above reflection argument for u, which 
was used to show that 3 is at most a finite set, we see that elements of 3 U {a, b} 
are located at regular intervals. Hence there exist an integer n ~ 1 and a finite 
sequence {5 j }j=o satisfying 

b-a 
50 = a, 5n = b, and 5j+1 - 5j = -- for ° ~ j ~ n - 1, 

n 
(2.25) 

where 3 U {a, b} = {5 j }j=o. Remark that 3 = 0 when n = 1. Hence it follows from 
the above reflection argument for u that u is symmetric with respect to hyperplane 
{ X E JRN ; Xl = 5j } for each 1 ~ j ~ n - 1, when n ~ 2. Instead of Lemma 2.2 
we have: 
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Lemma 2.3. U(XI,7)(= 'l/;(XI)) is monotone on each interval [Sj,Sj+l] for any 
j = 0, ... , n - 1, provided case (i) of Theorem 1 does not hold. 

In view of Lemma 2.3, (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25), by using the strong maximum 

principle we see that aX1u never vanishes in Uj~~(sj,sj+d x (7,00). Finally, by 

the characteristic method we see that for each j = 0, ... , n -1 an n { x E IEtN ; S j < 
Xl < Sj+l } consists of lines being parallel to xl-axis such that Xl varies from Sj to 
Sj+l. This implies the conclusion (ii) (a) of Theorem 1. 
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-5frr:Ef{(}, @11~J, m~, 1F~1rtE-'\='~WJ;t~ ~IRJIET-5~¥tdJ~~nGn~v\-5. ~1E~n 

t::I*Jv:¥~ip G ~~~~fi~L~:i.2!rp~~ ~ 1~!rili~-5~~I.o)*fijlf.7R:rp~~I,::-')v\~§Ec9 
-5. ~ t::~ ~~ ~ JJi}~~ ~ ffl v \ t::;j:;j-*l-if,ftE ~ IRJ IE ~ ~ rp~~ I.:: -') v \ ~ t ;§ JJz L t:: v \. 

(As a method of nondestructive evaluation of solid, the identification of inclusion, cavity, crack, 

inhomogeneity and residual stress by the farfield pattern (scattering amplitude) of ultrasound is 

known. The inverse scattering of ultrasound at fixed energy and the related unsolved mathematical 

problems will be discussed. Also, the inverse problem for identifYing the physical characteristics 

of the material using the nearfield of ultrasound will be discussed') 
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